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Attorneys report
signs of beatings of
inDlates at Marion
By John Sehrag
Stan Writer

Two attorneys who have
visited inmates in the U.S.
Penitentiary at Marion say they
have seen indications of "indiscriminate hl'ati'lgs" of
prisoners by prison guards.
Dennis Waks and James
Roberts said a g~oup of attorneys visited about 20 inmates
Tuesday and Wednesday, and
most of the prisoners said they
were beaten by guards in
retaliation for the stabbings of
four guards, which resu1ted in
two fatalities, on Oct. 22.
The lawyers, who spoke at a
dinner sponsored by the
Leonard Peltier Support Group
Wednesday night at the Wesley
Foundation, said the prisoners
they interviewed gave them the
names of about 40 " •.'lre inmates
who have allegedly been
beaten.
Waks, former Jackson County
public defender, said several of
the prisoners he talked to had
bruises and wounds.
The lawyers were denied
access to the prison I ••t

weekend, out were admitted
Wednesday after U.S. District
Judge
WilHam
Beatty
threat~ned to ordel prison officials to let them in.
Dean Leech, executive
assistant to the warden, said
earlier in the week that the
lawyers were not admitted over
the weekend because they did
not make their request until
Friday, wtoen he was not at
work because it was a federal
boliday. Prison officials could
not be reached Thursday for
comment.
Waks said the lawyers, who
are volunteering their tim~, will
continue interviewing inmates
during the next few days.
"We're going to keep sending
attorneys in there until we can
determine the extent of these
beatings," he said
The prison, consitlered to
have the hi~l)est security in the
nation, has been on lockdown
since Oct. 'El, the day after a
prisoner was killed.
During the lockdown, the
lawyers said, the priSoners
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Black community group sets
priorities for city im.provement
0,· John Karim'
Siaff Writer
Developin~ resources within
the northeast sedion of lhe city
topped a list of improvements
being sou~ht by the -newly
formed Community Df>velopment Organization of Car·
bondale.
Right now, there is a "lack oi
maximum effieient internal
development in the northeast
section,
econom ica lIy,
educa tiona lIy,
civically,
spiritually,
socially
and
recreationally," said Madlyn
Stalls, a member of the group
wbo drew up a list of prior;ties
the organization hopes ttl address.
The group delayed its election

of officers W::dnesday. but
outlined its objp.ctives.
The 12 Jl'!!isor,s attending the
meeting, held in the audil'lriun.
of Erma C. Hayes Center, voted
to elect officers after the CDOC
is more organized and when
increased community interest
could be generated.
It was decided that Dora
Weaver would remain the ac·
ting-president
of
the
organization until a new contingent of officers could
selected, within three months.
Most of the 9O-millute session
was spent discussing a list of
problefTls that faced the northeast section of Ca.'bondale.

~:~~t, r:o:a~ by';i~~~w~~
Communitywide Problem

USO votes to oppose fee
By Bruce Kirkham
Staff Writer
The administration's plan for
a $10 athleties fee increase
received another setback
Wednesday when the Student
Senate passed a re ..olution
opposing the increase.
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Ho!d the presses
The DaDy Egyptian will not
be
publisbed
during
TbaDksgiviD,
break,
Pllblkation will resume widl
die issue 01 Tuesday. No", 29.
The newspaper's busiDess
office will observe tbe
University holiday IICbedule,
closiDg TbDl'Sday aad Friday
ned week.

program, which is an increase
of 25 cents from the $1.75 now
removed hom the Student
Activity Fee for the program.
The voice vote on the athletics
fee resoiution was
not
unanimous, with a handful of
sen a tors
"oting
"nay. "
However, most of 24 senators
present voted in favor of the
resolution.
The resolution states that. "In
light of proposed fee increases
for on-campus housing and
health service, plus a possible
tuition incr'!ase, the athletics
fee increase proposal must take
lower priority."
Bruce Joseph, USO president,
said that the USO cabinet will
discuss alternatives to the $10
fee increase proposed by Bruct.
Swinburne, vice president for
student affairs, at its next
meeting and could possibly
present a proposal to the USO

Solving meetings. a forerunner
to the CDOC.
Aside from development of
the northeast section, the list of
problems
continued
by
suggesting that a mechanism
that sp.!aks for the community,
such as a newsletter or an in·
dependent
umbrella
organization, be organized.
Third on the list was "thP. lack
of a mechanism to raise the
consciousness of all the community's citizenry, for the
puropse of may.imum protec·
tion, safety. family and political
development. Stalls said that
the third problem is addressing
youths who live in the northeast
se<'tion but is not exclusive to
St>l'
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increa~~e
senate on Nov. 30.
Joseph said that the senate's
action on the athletics fee did
not indicate that the USO is
categorically opposed to an
athletics fee increase.
"The senate has
not
discounted the need for a fee
increase. For the sake of the
athletics department, I hope we
can work something out," he
said.
Swinburne said Thursday that
he is "not .. t all pessimistiC"
abollt the fee increase process.
"I heard loud and clear that the
senate cannot support a $}O
increase. But I also heard that
the senate is willing to sUPlX'rt
an increase (If some amount,"
be said.
Swinburne said that he hopes
to present an athletics fee increase proposal to the Board of
SM- 1:'Ii('RE.-\SE,
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Rezoning denied for recycling center
By Paula J. Finlay
Staff Writer

A site near the Lakewood
Shopping Center is not the right
one for a recYCling-transfer
facility proposed by Jackson
County Landfill owner Everett
Allen.
That W(1S the unanimous
decision of the PIa lining
Commission Wednesday after
more than 60 people appeared
at its meeting to oppose the
facilit.,...
Allen had reqtlested rezoning
oi a to-acre tract of land from

The iced tea plunge?

AG, general agriculture, to LI,
light industrial use, to lhri1d a $1
million
enclosed
refuse
processing center. Althoogh the
property is not within the city
limits, it is within the city's 1.5
mile zoning area.
John Meister, SIU-C director
of pollution control who helped
design the center, said he expeeted that the mention of
garbage would bring opposition
and emotion from neighbo~ but
defended the enclosed transfer
station which he said w,)uld
limit noise and odt-r - and
~enerate 12 to 15 rull-time jobs.

"Garbage is non-sexist," he
said.
But business and borne
owners near the proposed site
said the facility wou1d hurt
them more than it wot'ld help.
C...mmissioner Jeff Pauline,
who spoke ill opposition of the
prlv,)OS3l from the audience
irutead of taking his seat on the
commission.
called
the
placement of the facility next to
$9.2 million worth of homes and
bu.o;inesses "insane, inhuman to
pr~rty owners" and "almost
capItal punishment." Pau1ine
gave the commission a petition

signed by 37 owners of property
adjacent to the proposed site
who are in opposition to the
facility being placed there.
Additionally, eight people told
the commission that the facility
would damage the growth of
bvsiness east of Carbondale and
hw·t property values.
Several commissioners
commetltt:\! that while the idea
for the facilty was good, they
objected to the site. The
recommendation to the deny the
rezoning will go before the C;ty
Council Nov. 28.

Gus says garbag~ doesn't ban

pny ci"i1 rigbts if nobody wants
it moving iD next door.

_

Tom Gutzman gets a dunk in T'ilompsOll -Lake from Wes -Le...... left. aDd Tom Waller. tbeII " p Lemler Ia. All &bree are resiole..... Brewa HaIL

Officials discuss child safety, ,.News Roundup
alternatives to fingerprinting I French attack Moslem positions
By Dave Saelens
Staff Writer

many of the smaller law enforcement agencies.
Kilquist added that instead of
using ..,rocedures such as
fingerprmting, parents r.hould
be educated on techniques to
prevent disappearance:., he
said. Some of these techniques
would include keeping an updated photo of their child, never
leaving their children unattended and helping their
children to memorize their
address.
William Wil:;on, Franklin
County chief deputy, said that
sending parents home with a
card containing their child's
fingerprints "is not enough."
He said the cards, if they are
going to be used, should at least
be placed in the student's file at
school.
Some of the I)fficials
testifying at the hearing, such
as Captain Carl Kirk, of the
SIU-C SecurHy investigation
division, believed that an open
assembly should not legislate to
law enforcement agencies the
~~fi:!,.3.f procedures to be

The process of fingerprintin~
childrell to help in case they are
reported
,nissing
was
denounced by Southern Illinois
law enforcement officials at a
public hearing in the Student
Center Thursday as "giving the
public a false sense of
security."
The hearing was the second in
a series of three being conducted throt'ghout the state by
the Illinois Criminal Justice
Information Authority and the
Illinois Department of Law
Enforcement.
The two agencies are conducting the hearings in
response to an Illinois House
resolution passed in June which
expresses concern aboul the
growing number of young
adults who disappear.
According to the resolution,
the gUll! of the hearings is to
hear testimony which will learl
to the establishment of a
~tatewide policy by which law
enforcement agencies r.2n
evaluate the disappearance of OJ
One of the three members of
young adult and take the most the panel who heard the
effective response action.
testimony, James B. Zagel,
The most widely discussed Illinois director of law entopic among the testimonies forcement, S/iid the panel was
was the process of finger- here "looking for criteria for
pril~ting children.
Jackson law agencies to help look for
County Sheriff William Kilquist missing children, and not to
said that the program should discuss how police should
not be first on the list.
r.onduct their investigations. "
·"1 believe it is a quick-rill:
The two other members of the
solution which provides citizens
with a false sense of set.:urity
and does nothing to F.event
disappearances," he S31d.
TIle Health Service Clinic will
Kilquist said the program is be open on a limited basis for
rapidly spreading throughout walk-ins Monday, Tuesday and
the state and is "tying-up" Wednesday due_ to a scheduled

BEIRUT (AP) - French jets bombed, rceketed and strafed
Shiite Moslem guerrillas holed up in" a barracks and a hotel in
the Be'.aa Valley Thursday in reprisal for the suicide attacks
on Frpnch, u.s. a.nd Israeli troops. Lebanese police said at
least. 39 were killed and 150 wounded in the raids on camps of
the pro-Iranian extremists.
In Washington, U.S. officials said they knew in advance of
the French strike, and a senior administration ...!!icial said
that if tbe terrorists weren't wiped out there "might well be" a
need for the United States to carry out an attack of its own.

panel included J. David
Coldren. ICJIA director, and
Paul Fields, general counselor
with ICJIA.
Another topic given t.y' the
officials dealt with the "24-hour
rule" where law enforcement
agencies must wait until 24
hours have passed before they
may begin investigating a
reported missing person.
First Assistant U.S. Attorney
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress abandoned all hope
Clifford Proud said his office is
Thursday of major action this year to reverse the tide of
involved with missing person
budgetary red ink, as House and Senate negotiators worked all
cases such "Ill' kidnapping and
a plan that would extend the government's borrowing
"as a practical mali.er, the Fal
authority into next April.
has abandoned the 24-hour
The end of the 1984 J:oattle to reduce federal budget deficits
rule."
was signaled Wednesday night when the Senate refused, 65- 33,
"Getting down to the into consider an $88 billion deficit-reducing package of tax investigation and getting increases and spending cuts proposed by Pete V. Domtmici, Rformation out to as many people
N.M., and Lawton Chiles. D-Fla.
as possible about the missmg
person is crucial to the in~$tigation," Proud said.
Greenville Chief of Police
By tbe Associated Press
John King said his department
Greyhound strikers clashed with police from coast to coast
adheres to the 24-hour rule, but
Thursday as the nation's largest bus company resumed
they have started a prJgram
limited
service with non-union drivers. More than 60 arrests
·".hic!! he thinks will help make
and hal! a dozen injuries were reported.
lc."ating a missing person much
Most buses carried only a f~ passengers, but Gl'\!yhound
easie:-.
called the turnout "encouraging." The AFL-CIO said the
King said t.t)e program is
resumption of service was an attempt to "destroy" the union
called "ChIP" - ChUd Inand called for a nati"nwide boycott of Greyhound.
formation Packet. King said
parents provide pertinent
information about their child
such as age, date of birth and
physical characteristics, which
are placed into the packet. The
"JSPS 169221)1
packets are then given to the
PubJished rtaiJy in the Journalism and E~yptian Laboratorv 110nda~
parents who can turn them over
to the police in the event that through Friday during regular semesters and Tuesday thro~h Fridav
their child is reported missing. dunn~ summer term by Southern Illinois University. COlT'lTlunicatio,is
IlulldlOg! Carbonda!e, IL62901. Second class postage paid at Carbondale. II ..
w:t~!~:n~~I~~~:::OC:l~at~e:e~nr~~::;~ffi;~~tJons Buildi1g. North
Subscription rates are $30.00 per year or $17.50 for six months .... ithin Ihf
power outage in the area of Vruted States and $45.00 per year or $30.00 (or six months in all foreilW
Group
Housing
during ~ntries.
Thank;;givi.r.g Break.
V~~~~:~~~~~~e~nl[ :~~dress to Daily Egyptian. Southern Illinois

Congress abandons deficit package

Violence marks Greyhoun.';' strike

Health clinic to operate on partial basis

Acce•• to M.U.S.I.C. on
theKAYPRO
Portable Computer
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A fully intergrated system with 64K RAM, Z.. SO
microprocessor. A 9", easy.. to-read green monitor.
Dual disk drives (400 K capacity). A detachable
keyboard with numeric keypad. Built.. in interfac-ers
for both a printer and ccmmunications. CP/M. And
the complete software you need fe,r Word Processing!
Spelling, Data Base Management an.d Financial Spread..
sheeting. But we don't stop there.
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with "t!s!'rmony" you can
1. Downloaci b the KAYPRO
2. EcI~t.()ffll...
3. Upload Eellted Program

... Archl". ""'"Ious Aul.n....n ..
5. De-Bu. In BASIC befm'e con".rtl. . to your

I.. I.""'I·.

p~ra......

IlN. Division
DuQuoin,1L
542~493
·l'age 2; Daily Egypti8it; November ·18,191b

"Harmony"
-a communications program designed specifically
for ~tudents to access M.U.S.I.C.
So come in today for a complete demonstration
of the bustncu computer you a#'-== =-.=-:::;=-=;-;.
buy cc:nplete for $1,595.
fi;:';~ ;;-F:~=-:

The C(1Il1plt.'tc: Bu.~illt.'S.~ CumputlT.

DATABANK
Computer Systems, Inc.

Lowell's Mini Mall
Marion, IL 62959
997·3542
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al lIs h'hrUilry
m('{'tmg.
At Wrdn('sda,'s s('nate
mceting S" inhurm. dislrihuled
an alh'rnativ{' plan thaI "(luld
rais(' Ih(' llthl('tics f('(' by $lI. hut
would nol include free' studcnt
lldmission to athletic ('vents.
The $ HI increase proposal
oppos('d hy the senat(' would
allow freE' student adlT'i<;sio!l to
Saluki athl('tic ('vents.
Joseph said he m('t "ith
Swinburne on Nov. II in an
attempt to work out a com·
promise acceotable to both the

l'S(l ;lnd th(' adn.inislration
.Irn.('ph said that S\\ inhurn('
"was nol opE'n to sUllgeslion."
Graduate
and
Th('
Professional Student ('ouncil
has paSsM a r('soIution opposing any inCrI:M'(' in the
athl('tics ft'('.
The resolution to crea!(' a
separate fee for the Students'
Legal Assistance program will.
in ef,~t, result in a $1.75 in·
Cf('aSe in the Stud('nt Ac:livity

"'eThe
e.

Stud('nts'
L('gal
Assi"tance f('(' of $1.75 is now

tak('n from the

$II.:':'

a('tlvllv

1('('. TI>C' I'SO plan \\ould k('ei>

the adlvity ft'(' at $1\.55 pE'r
semestt'r in addition to th(' $2
legal assistance fee.
The resolution ('~lIs for a 2S
e('nt inerease in Ihe leJ;l:al
assistan('(' ft'('. The resolutIOn
states that "!he Offii:t' of
Stud('nts' Legal Assistanc(' IS
facing cutbacks that would
deteriorate the full scopE' of
professional services that they
curf('ntly provide."
The ehanges in the activity
fe(' "ill also include a

rl'strul"lurinJ! of thl' ml'thod or
fundin~
11>('
Student
Programlll in\( ('ouncil. The
SP(, currl'nllv r('('('ives funds
from the l'S!" through its fee
allocation process.
The new mdhod Will result in
graduate students paying into
the SP(, account hy alloc&ting a
set amount of money to SPC
befof(' it is divided bet\\('en the
lTSO and the GPSc.
The senate also allocated the
N('wman Club $ISO to assist in
its annual free Thanksgiving
Day m('al.

Photogrnphic
exhibition set
An ('l(hihition or photographs
tak('n at various festivals held
around the world is ~ing shown
from III a.m. to -t , m Ihrou~h
Dec. 17 at Sherwin Williams
Co., !l.lurdale Shopping Cf'ntl"r
The exhibit is sponsored hy
UNICEF and all of the
photographs appear in the 19M
engagm('nt calendar, which is
being sold for $7.
The photographs. which were
taken t y Joe Viesti of Nl"w
York. wlII be shown in 40 cities
in the United States.

Library exentpted front budget lintitations
By Anne Flasla
Staff Writt"r
Morris Library "ill be
exempt from the budget reserve
planning process for fiscal year
1985. John Guyon. "ice
president for academic affairs,
said Thursday.
This marks the second time in
four years that Morris Library
has been exempt from selfimposed budgetary constraint!'.
Guyon said.
Kenneth Peterson, dean of
library affairs. said he was
pleased with both Guyon.;
actions and concern.

". think th(' vice presid('nt is
trying to recognize th" net>ds of
the library." Peterson said. ".
think that he is doing everything
he can to help the situation."
Pt"terson said that eoncerns
have been expressed hy faeulty
Ot-c:ause of drops in both purchases and staffing. hut added
that the loss of positions have
nol been as great as many
believe.
""ve been suecessful in
getting Vice President Guyon to
£ilI the POSilions as they have
become va;:ant sinee july I,"
Peterson said.
"Th" library has bel'n hur-

ling." he said. "Any time you'
lose positions. it's not a good
thing."
Guyon said that although all
areas of the University have
been affected by budgetary
cutbacks. the library has
probi'bly fared beller than
most.
"f would have to think that
they're feeling it a little less,"
he said. "In one of thl' previous
years we've protet.·ted it and
intend to in the future."
But aecording 10 several
library employees, it might
already be just a little too late.
George
Black, scienee

librarian, !<aid over 700 ('an- can answer".
cellations of health sci('nces
"Th('re's a whole bunch of
titles may signal the beginning problems ('oming together at
, the same time." Cohn said.
for futlJre cuts.
"W,,'re already having to rely
In addition to the loss of
more heavily on student several positions over the last
work('rs
and
graduate yl'ar. ('ohn said the ill"'assistants," Black said.
plem('ntation of the new
Bla('k also mentioned the computer circulation system
possibility of losing more has meant doing more work
professional librarian work- with fewer funds.
hours.
Alan Cohn. a humanities
"E,'erything is backing up
librarian and professor of and slowing down," Cohn said.
English, also mentioned the "If something doesn't happen.
incr£'as£'d use of stud£'nt you're going to see a
workers, noting that "they are languishing of library sersom('what limited in what they vi('es."
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Misconceptions end
as board opens doors
WE COMMENTED earlier this week that by opening a time slot
for executive sessims prior to its bimonthly meetings, the Carbondale grade school board made it too tempting to close the door to
the public.
Apparently, we also inadvertently perpetuated a misconception
born by early press accounts that the board had, in effect, scheduled
an automatic executive session before each meeting.
That is not the case. The board merely decided that when an
executive session was necessary, it would be scheduled one hour
prior to regular public meetings. As we said before, this policy is not
in violation of the Illinois Open Meetings Act.
AND, ACCORDING to new board President Don Gamer, it is in no
wayan effort to ezclude the press or the public from school board
activities any more thall. in the past.
"We (thenewscbool board) rode in on the surge in public interest
in knowing what the boaTd is doing," Garner said. "It's my guess
that, since tlJe prev:ioos board had executive sessions at virtually
every meeting, it's not likely that we'D have any more."
Gamer said the board would probably discuss several other
changes Thursday night in an effort to boost the participation of
teacF.cl'S and community members in board activities. These include:

-----~ffe5'---------

Holocaust special, MAPP tactics
smack ofpropaganda, adversity
Sunday, many (probably
haH) of us wiD be exposed to the
ABC-TV nuclear holocaust
special and will experience for
the first time the effects of
envisioning nuclear devastation
in America.

makes its imposition immoral.
Sunday we will have a trauma
imposed upon us. We will ask
"Why did our destruction
happen?" and find that the only
answer we have been shG~'!I is
"Because I didn't do anything
meaningful to prevent it." The
burden of blame for future
destruction will be on our
shoulders. We will be made to
feel personally responsible for
the future annihilation of
mankind. We will be shown how
truly inhumane wt: bave been to
support America's defense
sYstem in our daily lives, then
we will be giveD the personal
responsibility of preventing
war.

town who strongly believe it is
both moral and neces.~ry to
deliberately impose th!S kind of
propaganda on the public. The
MAPP has been lucky to have
nu protest against their activities and to have their
motives left unquestioned.
I ask that the people who
watch the show realize that it is
a
propaganda
ploy
to
manipulate their standards of
morality through the enhancement of guilt. I do not approve

H we were mistaken in beIieYiog that it could be otberwise, we
woo't be a bit upset wbenGarner and the board prove it - and they
seem headed in that direction.

From personal experience,
the effect (In adults of envisioning nuclear war - its
terrible destruction and death
- is a dee , individualized
PSYChologicaf trauma:
a
lasting, unparalleled sense of
frustration; unresolvable guilt
for one's own inability to
prevent a future war, and a
sense of personal responsibility
for the presence of a nuclear
threat. The personal trauma
leaves one wavering on the line
In Carbondale, the Midbetween acceptance of total loss America Peace Project, adto the nuclear war and vocating the show, is prepared
acknowledgement that one will to offer comfort to people who
never know if one has suc- can't cope with the emotional
ceeded in preventing such a stress of envisi~ 'he exloss. The fact that the trauma tinction of all creation. I am
can and does cause the appalled aM oorrified that
es~lishment of .such a line
there are people in our own

A scare we 'need

Clean up wall at Cove Hollow bluff

- CREATING IIIJII-wtq positions on the board for a teacher
representative and a communit:' representative. Both would be free
to participate in discussions and board activities other than voting.
- Revising a board policy which requires memben of the public
to sign up in advance before addressing the board at meetings.
- A'l attempt to stress informality, particularly in the one
meeting each montb which is officially designated an informal
meeting.
- Distribution of board packets (including materials relating tn
items 011 the boarcfs agenda) to the public before meetings.
- EstablishmeDt of a newsletter.
- Formulation 01. budget and citizens' advi.sory committees.
"YOU'LL FIND this board to be a fuU4isclosure board," Garner

,

~d

Recently, Po group of friends
3nft I visit.~ Cove Hollow on
lime - but its potential effects cross our mids ever so rarely while C(;dar Lake, one of the
its danger looms each minute.
beautiful, unique natural areas
ID this context, ABC-TV's much-tooted ''The Day A1ter,1.!..a drama I)f Southern Illinois. To our
depicting the effect of nuclear holocaust on the Kansas City area, dismay, we found that the entire
airs Sunday night.
'
wall of the deep shelter bluff
It doesn't matter' if you believe that nuclear war can be avoided had been defaced with the
through an arms buildup, a nuclear freeze or an arms build-down. names, '.:ountries and dates of
It's a safe bet that we aD abhor the thought of such a conflict.
Maiayslan and Iraqi students.
H that is so, there is no reason not to watch the show. It's always The dates ranged from May
better to have a clear idea 01. what it is you're trying to prevent. through July of this year.
Almost evel1. foot of the wall
Political controversya!IiM, that's the point of ''The Day After."
It might scare us. All the previews bave said that it will. But if the had been wntten on, and some
thought of nuclear war itseH isn't enough to frighten us, maybe l!. people put their names in
several different areas. Some of
little television magic is exactly what we need.
the writing will weather off, but
some will be there for a long

mE THREAT of nuclear war is the single greatest issue of our

By Brad Lancaster
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time because the overhang
keeps rain from washing down
the wall.
Cove Hollow is quite accessible from Carbondale aDdis
used by numbers of students for
camping and picnics, and we
have remarked a number of
times on the fact that one finds
little trash on the ground and no
names on the bluffs, although a
number of beech trees have
initials carved in them. On the
"monkey see, monkey do"
principle, wi en some people put
their names on walls, others
tend to follow suit, so unless this
is cleaned off, Cove HoDow will

r:~~!n: ~d~r::f::~

debasing a society from within
by bringing unwarranted
anguish, distress, and guilt into
the average home. I ask the
people to reconsider the
motives of MAPP and other
groups that use the tactics of
emotionalism, sensationalism,
and propagation of guilt in the
name of peace and respect for
life. I also ask. MAPP to
reconsider the means they use
to attain their goals. - LiDda
Nelson, Carbondale.

probably continue to be
defaced.
I would hope, if the students
who left their marks on lb.'! bluff
are IItill ill- Carbondale. mat a
group of them would take scrub
brushes, pails and detergent
and clean up the mess they
made.
I am asking the International
Student Office to include in its
orientation for international
students that educated people
do not write on natural areas or
public buildings. Lillian

Adams, Carbondale.

Thanks and keep fighting
ID order to fulfill an assignment, I interviewed a young
man who has cerebral palsy.
His disease, which requires him
to walk with special crutches,
does not stop him from pursuing
his goal to receive a degree in
physical. therapy,
and
ultimately'to walk without the
aid of his crutches - a battle he
has been fighting for the entire
19 years of life. He has already
made exceptional progress, and
he won't quit until he achieves
his ultimate goal.
For a person who has been

through countless painful
operations,
his
bright
disposition and his e~gerness to
achieve are extraordinary! It is
a special moment in my life to
have met such a spec:al person
who commands such a
courageous spirit, despite all he
has been through.
Thank you, Bruce MacAbree,
for the opportunity to k110W you.
You are an inspiration for all
who meet you. Keep fighting! Eilleen Vance. Senior. Business
Administration.

Cutting classes
Concept got 'out of hand,' former dean says
Phillip Fiorini
Staff Writf'r
B~'

1-'; THE Slfl\ll\-IER oC 1962. the
l'niversity began a General
Studies program, in which
undergraduates were required
to ('omplete 30 to 45 hours Crom
an array oC about 40 courses.
Today, the rf"quirements are
the same but the number oC
cou!'ses has risen to 120. Some
Caculty think that's too many.
The General Studies Advisory
Council has recommended that
66 of them be eliminated.
John Voigt, who was the first
dean of general studies, said the
program was created to give
students a wider variety of
courses to choose from. Up until
that time, students "h~d so little
choice," Voigt said.
VOIGHT, ~OW assistant
dean of the College of Science,
said that when the program.was
started, students were required
to take a three-year sequence of

courses in sciences, social
stUdies and humanities. He said
stUdents also took math and
physical E'ducation courses,
with a foreign language as an
option.
"Students aren't nil alike and
we thought we should honor
their diversity," he said. That
philosophy possibly led to the
number of courses in the
program today, he said.
"But I think we may have
gone wrong, because once we
looked at the diversity of
student options, we didn't know
wh"re to stop," said Voigt.
IN THE 1960s, SIU-C and
other universities nationwide
were responding to the idea that
college'studems should have an
awareness cI the "major areas
of thinking" along with their
studies in tlleit majors.
JI.II:lt Graham, chairman .of
the DepartmEnt of Higher
Education, said t)1e general
studies concept stressed that all

students
should
know
something about science, social
studies, humanities,
mathematics and physicElI

.Iohn Voight
education.
It was decided, Graham said,
that a "core" would include

courses tl) acquaint students
with the basic skills of
reasoning and critical thinking.
He said the general studies was
to give students the ability "to
raise new questions about life
and one's place in the world."
Then in the late 1960s,
Graham said, there was a rapid
expansion in enrollment, which
meant additional faculty. He
said students of that period
pressured the University to
provide "relevance" for
students' spi!cial intere3ts.
Teachers agreed and asked
administrators if these new
courses could be worked into
general studies.
THE CO:'llCEPT OF general
studies is "excellent." said
Voigt. who was dean of the
program (or its first 13 years.
"But it got to a point where it
got out of hand."
Now, instead of nine courses
in each of the five major areas.
there are 23 in sciences (GSA),

3,'; in social studies (GSB" 38 in

humanities (GSC), 15 in an area
that includes English, math and
speech called "organization and
communication of ideas"
(GSD), while the number in
physical education (GSE)
varies each semester.
Students now entering as
freshman must complete nine
hours each in Areas A, Band C,
plus a three-hour ele<.tive in
either areh, 11 hours in Area 0
and four
ill
Area
E.
Requirements
differ
for
students entering as juniors.
Graham said that some
courses have gotten more
specialized but teachers have
tried to relate them to the
specifics of broader concepts.
He said helping students understand all the fields of
kn.,wledge through a general
studies pl'ogam "doesn't come
easily."
~
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Guyon waiting
for council's plan
By Phillip Fiorini
Starr Writer

~aff

Photo by Andrew Lisec

John Guyon. vice president
for academic affairs, said
that when he receives the
final recomr.ienda'ions for
the Gene",! Studies program
from the General Studies
Advisory Council in early
spring, he will "make every
effort" to implement them by
the fall of 1985.
The council's report in
September called for the
elimination of 66 or the 120
courses in the program.
"We'll try tr. implement the
plan as soon as we can,"
Guyon si.lJd. "We want to ease
into this. It won't be like
we're going to tum off a light
switch and all the classes will
be gone."
. Guyon said he hopes "a
little" of the plan will be
implemented by the rail of
1984, but the actual "phasing
out" of the rest of the courses

will take about four years.
Guyon said the council was
supposed to "establish an
intellectual focus" for the
program, which had diverted
from the concept o( genel"d
studies.
"The program grew to :mch
a !'ize that it became very
diff:cult to focus on intellectually,"
he said.
"Pruning the program
seemed advisable, if not
manda tory. "
Tha t pruning process
began about four years· '\go
when Frank E. Horton was
vice president of academic
affairs, Guyon said. The
council's recommendation'!
are a result of that process.
Guyon s?id that it was
unlikely thal (acuity positions
would be affected by the
council's recommendations.
He said faculty may be
redistributed "to recognize
where the courses may be
distributed ...

Gerald Gaffney talks to students in Survival of Man, whIch will soon be eliminated.

Proposed class changes.cause concern
By Phillip Fiorini
Staff Writer
BEFORE THE General Studies
Advisory Council recommended
in September to eliminate 66 of
the 120 courses in General
Studies, it had already been
decided that the name of the
program would be changed to
General Education.
Some departments are saying
that they don't care if the name
is change.:f. so long as the
courses stay the same.
U the recommendations are
implemented as planned, the
English Department would lose
11 courses, the Department of
Mathematics wiIllose five, and
the Philosophy and Political
Science departments will each
lose Cour. The council's final
recommendations are due in the
spring,
AS THE PROGRA!'I stands
now, students are required to
complete five hours of English
composition, including a course
in basic ~ompositjon. and one

among expository, technical
and creative writing.
In areas of the sciences,
social
studies and
the
humanities, students must

AI Baartmans
complete nine hours in three
different disciplines. They must
also take four hours or math.

The council has' recommended that the second
semester of composition be
made an elective instead of a
requirement
and
that
mathematics create a new,
three-hour course. Both composition and math are in the GS
category of "Organization of
Communication and Ideas."
(IV ER
1.000
students
regularly enroll in 90 sections of
both GSD 101, English Composition, and GSD \0:'. Intermediate Algebra. mE king
them the largest classes at SIUC.
AI Baartmans, chairman of
mathematics, said he agrees
the council should restrict the
course offerings in t!'oe
program. but says that "math
and English aren't the ones to
attack,"
Bruce Appleby, director of
the fo:nglish department's
general studies program. said
that ir the recommendations ;lre
implemented, the University
would have the lowesi i':nglish

composition r~uirement in the
state, l'ven lower than most
eommunity colleges.
"We know there's support
around the University for

whether they're under a general
studies heading or not."
Appleby said he feels confident that if there is a cutback
in the second semester composition class, especially
technical writing, many units
that reiy on that course will still
ask the English Department to
tea~h it.
TEN LlTERATl'RE courses
have been recommended by the
council for elimination. Appleby
said these recommendations
appear contrary to the concept
of genenl studies, of which he
said literature is an important
pa"t.
Appleby said the department
bas always found it puzzling
that the University has never
required a literature course in
General Studies.
"The Iiberaily educated
students need io have iiteratlt.'<!
courses," he said.
Appleby said that because the
University is pushing for a

composition courses," he said.
"And we know there will be a
great demand for them.' 'See

CHA:'IIGI~S.
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RUT SOME TEACHERS
haven't been able to broaden
the concepts, which has caused
problems, he said. Some instructors I.'lve a problem
because they're concerned with
: their specialty and also with
helping the students along
through general studi£s, he
said.
Some students still say that
they feel that the greater the
variety of courses the better,
but their views on general
studies varies as readily as the
number of courses in the
program.
James McElroy, a senior in
administration of justice, said
that some courses in general
studies he has taken were
"interesting, but not practical,"
He said the program should
offer a variety of coursea.
because "with so' many
students, e~boc y has so
many interests .•
"I would say Uo.tt 75 percent.
of the general ~cudies courses
I've taken were of soml~
practical use,." said McElroy,
who said he has finished his
general studies '·equirements.
"But I'm not SUrf, if you need aU
the hours that you have to
take."

JULIE

FILIPPO.

she felt that some general
studies courses require a lot
more work than they needed
and that the CO'lrses should be
"more lenient."
She said that "the really
stupid courses" should be
eliminated, but not more than
half of them. "Some student<;
think GS is BS, and they look at
it that way. But teachers take
the courses seriously and seem
to enjoy what they're doing,"
she said.
Rebecca Peters, a senior in
the para-legal program, said
she took GSD 107, algebra,
which has been recommended
to be eliminated, an~ that it
wasn't taught right.
"The lab instructor countered
everything that was said in the
lecture," she said. "And it was
in a big lecture hall and you
couldn't ask questiolls."

PETERS SAID SO~IE of the
general Stuciles coursE'S ~he took
were "interesting," and that
she was able to take many
courses that she normally
wouldn't have with her maj<1r_
"It's good if you have an awful
lot of courses to choose from,"
she said.
Susan Stefan, a sophomore in
administration of justice
presenUy taking GSD 112, said
she is not "learning nor comprehending anything."
The
course, which is Concepts of
Statistics;- is scheduled to be
eliminated.
"I go to lectures, I try to
understand but 1 can't," she
said. "They definitely should do
something about the c!ass."
Stefan said she takes some
general
studies
('ourses
seriously, but not like the
courses in her major_
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sophomore in marketing. said

Great American
Smokeout honored
on airline's flights
CHICAGO (AP) - Midway
Airlines left the no-smoking
light on for its 90 domestic
flights Thursday in recognition
of the Great American
Smokeout anc' response WliS
good, the airline said.
"It seems to have gone quite
well,"
said
airline
spokeswoman Jill D'Angelo.
There were no complaints from
passengers that she "new of,
she said.
Ticket
counter
cards
reminded passengers of the nosmoking request and onboard
announcements were made.
"We are leaving the nosmoking light on for the entire
flights," said Midway President
Neal Meehan. "If smokers can't
resist the urge to light up, we
ask them to contact one of the
flight attendants to help them
through - give them some
_ fruit, cand} , or something to
drink, or even try to talk them
out of it."
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CHANGES from Page 5
"new definition" in general department has also ~n asked
studies, the English &:>part- to create a three-hour, follow-up
ment is now pushing fur a course to the algebra course.
literature requir~",cnt. The
Baartmans said that it has
department has proposed two become difficult to teacb the
new literature courses: "World algebra course effectively.
Masterpieces" and "Literature addressing all the needs of
8M the Modern World,"
students, even as a four-bour
A,lpi~by
said that tbe course. He said it·s difficult to
departmc!lt bas already been assess what a student's
hurt in filling staff positions in . mathematics skills should he
many of the creative writing after he grariuates.
and composition class sections
Baartmam; said the probiem
because of tbe recom- would be resolved if the
mendations. He said some University had a mathematics
lecturers hired to teach these entrance requirement. so tbe
classes on one-year terms have "student r:ame in with the basic
been lost and "we may end UJ' skills...
losing more."
HesaiCl students should know
tbat If they don't h.ve a basic
matb
background in high
BAARTMANS SAID said the
council has recommended that school, they're excluding
themselves
from
many
mathematics revise its algebra
course, shortening it from a disciplines.
four. to a tb ...... · hn .... ,,.,,,,.~,, 'MtP
He said the council, in tryi~

Huff's Radiator &. Auto Center
to address
inadequaclf'C
possibly caused I", <PIOIIU... )
education, ;;!;'t'ms to feel that a
"student ought to know when he
graduates what he sh.."lUId'vp
known when he cam~ ID ..

1

-

JOII~ r'OSTER, chairman of
polilical science, said courses in
his department face elimination
"because of the problems other
units have created."

"We haven't added to the list.
but a lot of other units have
added like era.:}''' he said,
The departmt>Dt has marked
several courses in social studies
(GSB) for elimination by the
council:
"Contemporary
Ideologies." "Comparative
Poli tics," .. International
Relations," and "Introduction
to Ame';can Foreign Policy."
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INMATES from Page 1
have been denied many and became suspicious of foul
privileges, including the use of play.
He has reportedly vowed to
telephones.
"Their
ability to com- continue his fast until the lockmunicate is very limited," said down ends or he is transferred
Waks, who teaches in the School to another prison.
Prisoners have also said they
of Technical Careers law en(orTt"ment program at STU-Co have been stripped of clothing
Prisoners told the a ttomeys and blankets for long tM!riods of
that "goon squads" - groups of time while windows in the
outside guards dressed in riot prison have been opened, W;- ks
gear - had been beating in- and Roberts said.
mates with long, metal-tipped
"What we have seen has
• batons, Waks said.
eonvinced us that j)is is a
Waks said prisoners have said terrible, terrible tragedy
L'1e i..-eatings have talten place in
areas where there are few
witnesses and by guards 100 people who gathered for the
without identification tags.
dinn~r.
"It may be premature, and
While members of the support
we have to take' them at their group expressed concern for the
word, but it seems that the immediate safety of Peltier and
beatings to,1k place without other mmates, they are hoping
provocation.
that the Indian leader may get a
Peltier is an Americlln Indian new trial in which new evidence
Movement leader serving two could be' used to gain his
consecutive life sentences at release.
Marion for the murder of two
Peltier has admitted parFBI agent!! in 1975. He has ticipating in the shoot-oot on the
reportedly been fasting since Pine Ridge Indian Reservation
Oct, 211. when he allegedly found in South Dakota that left two
a foreign substance in his food FBI agents dead, but he denies

~f:~~~ljnthC:~r~~rol=:~;

firing the sh')ts which killed the
agents.,
After the incident Peltier fled
10 r;lI'ada. bUi was f'xtl-adited
on Ule :...aM:. of an aificlavit
signed by ap mni"" ',' l,ih',1ft \\ ho
claimed tr, have set'n him shoot
the the <,gents.
The affidavit was instrumenta! in Peltier's conviction m 19"17, :!~spite the fact
that the woman attempted to
retract her statemcnts, saying
she was cf'..erced into signing it
by the 'lBI. Federal Court
Judge Pa~l Benson refused to
hear the woman's testimony.
saying that "the FBI is not on
trial here."
Roberts said that evidence
linking Feltier to the rifle used
to kill the two FBI agents has
also been discounted by informatioJ' recently obtained
under the Freedom of Information Act.
However, Roberts warned the
group that unless P .:ftier is
granted a new hearing, the new
information will be "buried
forever."

PRIORITIES from Page 1
!hpm,
Other pruolems addressed
were the need to' coordinate
efforts with the school boards
for better education, to improve
community relations with the
police, the lack of crosssectional representation from
the community on municipal
boards and commissions as well
as a lack of recreational
facilities.
The group also addressed the
issue of better utilizing the
resources of sru-c such as
using various departments for
,.lE!Cialized services like grant
writing,
F::mily needs \'~re also
addressed. Among those were
"the lack of eHective programs
in sexuality in the community
particularly as it relates to
teenage pregnancy."
Weaver felt that the list was
inclusive of all the problems
facin~ the commulity in the

northeast section and stated
that many of the problems
listed lap over into each other.
Norvell Haynes, a member of
the CDOC Continuous Steering
Panel, said that the need for
jobs cannot be ignored. "We
recognize the fact that there is a
need for jobs, both skilled and
ups~jned," he said. "We should
also explore the possibility or
establishing some blackoperated businesses around the
proposed Confl'rence Center."
Those chosen to head-up
committees include: John S.
Holmes,
research
and
development; Donald Sumner
and Norvell Haynes, information; Raydeane Routen
and Dora Weaver, family affairs; Madyln Stalls and Robert
Crim, government affairs;
Sherry Sumner and Edward
McFowland Jr,
finance;
Juanita Stacey, recruitment;
and. Bradford Woods, youth

activities.
Bradford Woods, who is
treasurer of the organization,
suggested that in selecting and
nominating
persons
for
positions "we should pi:t. aside
all perspnal problems and
consider what is best for all or

us .. '"

The group will meet again
Dec. 14. Fund-raising projects
may be attempted after
christmas.
Edward
McFowland
suggested that trying to raise
money now wouJd "trying to do
too much in too little an amount
or time."
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Holmes advised that "we,
individually and collectively,
attend every pt.'SSible city and
county board meeting so when
we react we' react" not to' a
newspaper article and we will
be able to say that we were
tt~re."

Coal museum dream to COI.lIe true
By John Schrag
Stan Writer
After four years of waiting,
tI.e promoters of the National
Coal Museum will see their
lir'.!8m start to come true next
week, although on a smaller
scale than previously envisioned.
Construction or the museum
will begin Monday in West
Frankfort as the result of a
unanimous decision made by
the museum's board of directors.
The Coal Mu,,;eum Board
voted unanimously Wednesday
to erect a huge "museum
theater, .. , despite failure to
obtain federal or state funds
that would have allo'wed the
project to be much bigger.
The museum will be built

inside a structure that contained the Federal Express
Theater at the 1982 World's Fair
in Knoxville, Tenn. John
Whitlock, board chairman, said
that when the building is
finished, it will house exibits
showing the history of coal,
modern techniques of coal
production and future uses.
Planning for thE:' museum
began more than fOlI:!' years ago
when former U.S. It.?p. Kenny
Gray donated $300,000 for the
,project.
That money, whicl: was given
to the sm Foundation. ano its
interest will be used for construction of the facility said
Whitlock. who is dil:ector of the'
University Museum,
Whitlock said the Illinois
Dr;.artment of Commerce and
Comrr.unity Affairs deoied the

SPC Spirit sa,s •-Thank
You·· to

boaro's request ror a grant
which board membf>rs had
hoped to use for the, ~on
struction of a second bUilding.
The board also was unsuccessful in getting funds from
the U,S, Economic Development Administ,ation,
But even though they are
getting only half of what they
wanted, Whitlock said the board
m':!mbers are glad to see the
projoct under way.
"We feel pretty happy about
it," hesaid. "We've been abje to
maintain our enthusiasm over
the years and we feel good
about the decision."
Construction of the foundation
is expected to be completed by
Christmas and Whitlock said
the building could be erected
early in sprin~.
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Citizens comnrlttee vote-delays
favor houslng code violators
changes to be in elled by next

8" Paula J. Fillhn

sian W"itl'r

.

~~~lIl~;ri~u~f~~~' b~Oj~~~~

Rf.'Comm('ndations asking the
city 10 crack down on housing
codl' violalors won'l r('a('h the
Citv Council for atll'3st.3nothl'r
month and might not go into
l'fff.'Ct until nl'xt fall.
Th£'
Cilizl'ns
Ad\'isory
Comrnitlf'(' "as schl'dull'd 10
votl' for approval of Ih('
recommendations. \\ hich would
then be forward('d to the
council. al its Tuesday meeting.
but a quorum was nol pr('s('nt
and the vote was postponed,
The Landlord T£'nant Core
committee. a group set up to
study housing problems in
Carbondale. gave the CAC a
three-part recomJTlrndation in
September "to promote better
public awareness and improve
those conditions that have
caused deterioration of the
city's housing stock."
Core committee chairman
John Stone explained the
recommendation at that time,
but the CAC tflOk no action on
them. Action on revised
recommendations was set for
the CAC's October meeting, but
no vote was taken.
"What the CAe does wiVJ it
now is out of our hands," Sl.One
said.
Although it might not happen
for another month or two, Stone
said that he thinks the CAC wiU
approve the recommendations.
He said he had anticipated the

tta1r

After appr ,val by the C AC and
the coun~l! it "'i11 tak!- more
tim!' to gel th£' changes into
pIal'£', he said.
C A(, \ hairman John Foster
!'.aid the rt:Comm{'ndations ar('
"virtually rt'arl~' 10 pass" and
probably \\ould have Tu('sday if
there had be!'n a quomm. A
CAC meeting will probably be
set for O('c. 13. he said. at which
time a vole on the recommendations will be taken.
The CAC recommendations
ca1l for:
.. "careful syslematic code
('n(orcem('n!." inspection o(
rental units e\'l'rv two years. a
f'ertifif'atf' o( compliance to be

posted in properties that pass
in~p.'ction ,md distribution nf a
list of appnw('d honsing.
imprm'f'd ,'n[orcement of
the b('havior ordmances
noise. public {'onsumption of
alcohol. and parking.
dforts [or {'onsunwr
education h\' th£' cit\' and SIt' -c.
review' of the dty ('ode nn a
rou~ine hasis,
more rigourom {'n·
forcement of the single-family
zoning ordinanccs.
- consideration of a licensing ordinance after the
recommendations have been in
place several years.

2 HAPPY HOURS EVERYDAY!

H

Dos Equ4S
Mar2aritas
Drafts

9-Close
$1.00
$1.25
6.50

Tequila Sunrise $1.00
Moosehead
S1.00

SUNDAY

2 for I Marearitas
N. Washington

- a model lease that would
available 10 landlords and
tenanls but not compulsory,

__ .....

457·3308
~"1ta!i1S

Hazardous waste
tax recommended
SPRINGFIELD lAP) - A
new state tax should be levied
on producers of hazardous
waste t3 encourage industry to
cut down on the amount of toxic
substances they generate, a
state panel recommends.
The tax would be part of a
broad effort to shift emphasis
from disposal or recycling of
hazardous waste to reducing the
amount created in manufacturing processes.
"The state should develop a
clear,
coherent,
comprehensive, long-range policy
for
hazardous
waste
management which emphasizes
i'eduction of hazardous waste
generated." said a draft r~port

~7'~: I~J;~~~ ~~~r~~~m~~~

Tas\<; Force.
The recommendations are to
be reviewed Monday in Chicago
at a public hearing of the task
force's
Committee
nn
Generation.
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Album just for die-hards

U2 releases an inept effort
By Mike NeisOD
WIDB Staff
Ireland's U2 is arguably the
most uncompromising of all the
"new music" bands.
Each of the band's three
. studio albums, "Boy," "Oc"tober," and "War," reflect
painstaking care in both performance and produc~i(in. Led
by the charismatic singer Paul
"Bono" Hewson and superb
guitarist The Edge (real name,
David Evans), U2 boasts a
compelling, eclectic sound that
is unmatched for sheer emotion
and energy.

recorded aren't all that spectacular. And when the band
does shine on crowd favorites
like "Gloria" and "I Will
Follow," the music is all but
drowned out by roaring fans.
Production deficiencies
abound as well. Whiz kid
producer Jimmy Iovine, who
has worked with Bruce
Springsteen and Tom Petty,
oversaw the compilation of
"Under A Blood Red Sky."
Iovine's lackluster production
on the U2 LP is definitely void of
the characteristic crispness of
earlier work, most notably on
Springsteen's records.

Album UD.date
Island Records, the band's
U.S. label, has gradually
stepped up efforts to break U2
nationwide. A formula approach followed, consisting of
song videos, MTV appearances
and countless magazine interviews. Which brings us to
IsI~nd's current marketing
coup, a U2 live album.
Just in time for Christmas,
Island has released an eight
song "mini-LP" entitled,
"Under A Blood Red Sky." A
hideously packaged affair, the
blood red colored front cover
sports a fuzzy, shadowlike photo
of a dark, crouched figure that
we are supposed to presume is
Bono.
LilUSY graphics aside, there
are other problems with this
album. First, the performances

1I1

The mix is muddy, which is
suprising because top notch
engineers were involved, including Shelly Yakus, who
mixed Springsteen's magnum
opus, "The Riv~r." As a result,
The Edge's nveting electric
guitar, an integral part of U2's
sound, is nearly lost in the
audience-dominated mix.
Despite
the
technical
blemishes, U2 still mana,~es to
turn in some respectable, if
unspectacular performances,
especially on "11 O'clock Tick
Tock," one of "Under a Blood
Red Sky's" two non-LP cuts
("Party Girl" being the other).
This is a hastily compiled,
erratically produced live
recording. For die-hards only.
GRADE C.

The Suburbs -

"Love Is the

Law"

"Love is the Law" is the third
albun' frnm this Minneapolis
based five-piece band that
specializes in tight, danceable
pop songs .
With "Love," the Suburbs
continue the guitar-dominated
approach to their music, which
is best represented on last
year's "Dream Hog" EP.
Primarily responsible for the
Suburbs intriguing sound are
guitarists Buree C. Allen and
Blaine John Chaney. During the
1.;o:11d's Carbondale appearance
at Main Street East in September, Allen's flawless,
ridging
leads
sounded
magnificent, especially on
"Waining," last year's surprise
club hit."
The Suburbs direct most of
their emphasiS on their instruments, allowing the lyrics
to play only a secondary role in
their compositions. This is
evidenced most clearly on the
new LP "Rattle My Bones," a
rather silly tune patterened
after a childhood sing-along.
"Foot bone connects to the
ankle bone ... " the song begins,
"Ankle bone connects to the
shin bone ..... You can firush the
rest. Dumb as those lyrics
sound, the song as a whole is
quite good, fueled by Allen's
superb jangling guitar and
Cheney's mock-serious vocals.
Other standout tracks are
"Rainy
Day,"
"Perfect
Communist," and the title
track, which even includes
some horns.

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw

Going around in circles
A anicyele rider eDter&ained a crowd Thursday in a ring 01 the
Uchtenstein Quarter P.ing Sidewalk Circus.

"..\. AND '-'I'I,~',\I"I~
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Mayan artifacts give history clues
worship of the supernatural. It lIS".dd. They were buried with the
was in these temples, located sacrificial victims and heroes
mainly in the ceremonial eenter wbowould need the items in the
ArtifllCts left behind by the of PaIeoque, that remnants of underworld. But many of the
Maya, an American Indian hieroglYilbic. writings, insence figurines, which have been
burner-" thrones, ~wings and associated with household cults
CfcoW~DJiV~e in Y~:~ ceramic
. aqd jade figurines and shrines, were found in
Peninsula, have provided ar- were found. '
domestic dwelling places as
chaeologists with insight into
Rands
said that
the well as in the temples.
the beliefs and practices of the hieroglyphic writings revealed
Rands showed a series of
Maya. A collection of such, that the Maya believed their slides depicting several objects
artifacts, which consists mythological heroes could be that archaeologists found in
predominantly of ritual ob~, reborn like the sun is reborn Maya settlements. The Maya
ts on display in the University each day at dawn. So they built artwork often depicts scenes of
Museum in F~'l" Hall.
elaborate r"lple complexes on war, with warriors dres~ in
The objects are part of the raised platforms to worship elaborate masks and head.
research collection of Robert these heroes.
dr~. Other carvings show
Rands said the telnples were re.,resentations of supernatural
Rands, adjunct curator of MesoAmerican anthropology in the generally arranged in groups of bemgs and sacrificial offerings
University Museum. Rands, three and placed according to to the gods.
One scene depicts a Maya
who is also a professor in the the positions of the summer and
winter solstices and equinmres. sitting beneath a large
t.~~~ofb!!:f~e 2~;~mt!~~ As time went by, they often mushroom. Rands explained
audience gathered in the added other structures around that
the
Maya
ate
Museum Auditorium Wed- the temples, forming inner hallucinogeniC mushrooms to
nesday afternoon_
courts.
see supernatural visions.
Some of the objects were
Some of the objects from
Rands explained that most of
the objects, which date bad. to found in the burial catacombs Rands' collection will be 00
beneath
the
temples,
Rands
display
through Jan. 6.
A.D. GOO, have to do with the
religious practices of the group
!IIIIImllllllllltllHllllllllllllliiMi
•
•
_iIHIIIIIIIIIIIIl
__
and· serve to reinforce the'
contacts between man and the
ii
Jimi
Biggs
Formerly
Of
supernatural and man and
i
other men.
.
.. •
•
"The Headquarters"
The Maya are noted for
Proudly Presents
building monumental pyramid
temple complexes for the
By Lisa Nichols
Staff Writer
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We Care About
Quality

Natural's
whole- food grocery
Mon-Sat 10-5:30

Phone 549·2841

~'-----~~'--------------------------'
1ft E. Jackson St. Carbondale

MOUlt
A
It ·MoII••Sat.lpm-10pm

:

35tDrafts
754 Speedrails
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Illusions
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Chocolate Lovers Rejoi'ce!
Cold weather is here and so is
our Imported Chocolate ...

HAIR DESIGN

Lindt
Sarotti
Tobler
eotad or
Suchard
Feodora

*GRAND OPENING SPECIAL*

e AlvC'rez Guitars e
e Electra Guitars e
eGuitarcase % price
with Guitar Purchase

Me L ..... (Hu........hll. .'
~... IL

Came In And Regl.,.,.
For A Free Penn

"Before You Buy

Give U. a Try"
Kroger Mall·COoI. W. .\

•

I

'Phon_ 529·2171 For Appointment
..................
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Harmony groups
are still popular in
Southern Illinois
Barbershop quartets - a once
popular type of singing group
which consisted of four men
harmonizing without the benefit
of music are not extinct.
They are alive and well in
Southern Illinois and ..!ontinue to
entertain audiences of all ages.
The Carbondale chapter of
the Barbershop Harmony
Society will hold its 16th annual
show at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at
the Marion Civic Center. Three
barbershop quartets will perform numbers pertaining to this
year's theme, "The Songs of
Old."
The Kentucky Transfer, the
reigning champions of Kentucky and Indiana's Cardinal
District of the Barbershop
Society, will headline the show
with their repertoire of
melodies from the Gay '90s and
the turn of the century.
Also performing will be The
Gaslight Squires of St. Charles,
Mo., two-time champions in the
St. Louis Area Association of
Barbershop Chapters. and
rarbondale's Little Egypt
Chorus.
John Mulkin, Little Eqypt
Chorus director, explained that
it is no accident that barbershop
harmonists often perform songs
from the Gay '90s and early
1900s. "Every generation has its
style of music, whether it is
ragtime, swing, rock or j~zz.
Mulkin further explained that
during the turn of the century
people had no television, radio
or movies, so the best way to
have I.1USic i1~ their lives was to
sin!; together.
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Tickets for the performance
are $4 and can be purchased at
the Marion Civic Center.
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SIU Debate Team
get second place
in ;,ationa' event
The Speech and Debate Team
received a second place
national ranking from the
Cross-Examination Debate
Association.
More than 160 schools from 42
states competed in CEDA
debate events. At rive CEDAsanctioned tournaments, the
SIU-C team earned 17 debate
awards.
The top ten school~ in speech
and debate competition in rank
order are Central State
University from Oklahoma.
StU-C, U.S.
Air
Force
Academy,
Towson State
University
University of
Alabama, UCLA, University of
Tennessee, University of
Florida, Southwest Missouri
State University and University
of Nevada,
/
In Evanston
THANKSGIVING WEEKEND

TOM PAXTON
AND

JIM POST

In Concert Together!

{gfeJers

I-

WESTOWN MALL
CARBONDAle
549-3011

at The Levy Centre
1700 Mapl'!
Evanston, II.

November 261~~M.
for Info:

OlD TOWN SCHOOL OF
FOlK MUSIC

:~m :~~~:;

MasterCharge, Visa, Bleyer's Charp
Monday.9am-8:3Opm
Tuesdays-Saturday. 9a~-5:3Cpm
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Harassment policy stron-ger

..

,

.
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Students protected under new rules
policy, Mary. Helen G:~,
associate dIrector 0, 10stitutional research, said
Wednesday.
previous
policy,
The
developed
under
SIU-C
President Hiram
Lesar,
allowed students to "fall bet-

By John Stewart

Staff Writer
SIU-C's
new
sexual
harassment \lolicy provides
better protection for students
against harassment and sexual
adva~~ than the previous

ween the .cracks" in filing
grIevances against those
alleged)) harassing them, she
said. The I-lOlicies were employment-oriented, based on
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act,
and did not con!lider student
situat!ons, Gasser said.

Local families give
home away from home
Thanksgiving and Christmas
are traditionaUy thought of as
times to be with I&!!'!UV mf'mbers, yet over 2,000 sbJ(;ents
may not see their families
during either of these holidays.
The Host Family Program is
dPSigned to give international
students a chance to experience
the AIaerican way 01 life, according to lop ~Uberger,
community volunteer.
.
About 80 families .host
students. Some are involved on
a regular basis and see students
at least once a month and others
are involved for special occasions.

Host families get the chance

to learn about different countries and their traditions. Often
friendships develop that last
long after the student has gOlle
home, SoIlberger said.
"!:Jtemational understanding
of eacl'! Gther's culture and
customs through individual
fri"!lldships may perhaps lead to
peace in the world," SoUberger
said.

The program' began when
international students first
Came m the university in. the
mid-50's,
according
to
Sollberger. Other universities
have similar programs, she
said.
"It is harder for us in C3rboodaJe tAl get enough hosts
because we don't have many
industries in the area. OUr need

"We think it is important to
the enrichment of their
education to get to know the
American way of life,"
SoUberger said.

is high sin.:e </Ie have over 2,000
international students on the
campus," she said.
Students miss their families,
Soil berger said, especially
wben American students go
home for the breaks. "A host
does not have to make special
arrangements when inviting a
student to dioo'!!', just put an
extra plate on the table," she
added.
Families are encouraged to
let the student be a part of the
family. Suggested activities
include inviting them over for a
hom4H:OOked meal, taking them
shopping, or out to a movie.
SOnberger said Americans
par~icipate in the program
because they may have studied
abroad, conducted business
overseas, or been born in
another country.

Thanksgiving 'Far East style'
to have international flavor
'Ibanksgiving with a twist.
That's what tbe Chinese
Students Assc>ciatiOll bas in
mind for tile Sa~lII'cia:1 of
ThanJr-....giving week.
The eSA has organi7.eci a
Thanksgiving dinner and
disco for students who cannot
go home for the break. 1be
dbner and dance are
scheduled for 7 p.m. Nav. 25
at the International BJJ1] on
South wan Street.
"Sometimes we feel
homesick when we see 'OUT
classmates happily nuiking
arnangementstogobomeand
we know we can't," said
CboongKwei' Mod, a
Malaysien student and

committee member of the
CiA. ''So we decided to 9lan
something for the break
ourselves."
Mooi said the dinnei' is:
planned
to
present
Thanksgiving "Far East
Sty Ie, J ,
a I tho u g b
Tbanksgiving
is
not
celebrated in the Far East.
"We wanted to get into a
traditiooal American thing
and give it a little Eastern
twist," she said.
According to Mooi the
association bas been selling
tickets for the dinner and
dance at $3.50 each and expeel ~ I~ ~e to attend. MOOI saId. 'We want to

The menu includes the'
traditional turkey and
dressing but that is where
tradition parts company. 1be
rest ~ the menu is expected
to include foreign delicacies
and Chinese dishes.
Mooi said tickem are still
available IUId she hop!S more
American studenb will be
involved in the celebration.
''This will ~ ~ good ~
for all to mIX, she S81d.

"I went up to replace it, took. granted it wasn't," Winch said.
the wires off the bottom part. I
The 7,200 volts of electricity
didn't pay enough a!teJJtion, I that surged through his body
guess, and the top side was still left Winch dangling by his
M~ _and
__
__
__
~~ _ _ ~
energized,
I _
took
for _
safety
gear.

~.r:!~~L

Wmch, 36, was a linesman for
the Central Illinois Liaht Co. in
June 1981 when he and his crew
were sent to replace a piece of
-equipment destroyed in. a
~igb~illl ,tong
....
._
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BATTERIES
AUTOMOTlVESlZES

. The most c:amplete stock r:A natural
foods and vitamins in Southem Illinois

FROM.a. .

100 West Jackson SI.
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. (WITH TRADB-IN)
'n J1fUrplly3&oro.

eo. In Nortlt
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m&~
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(Between NarttI Illinois and the railrOild)

Hours: 9:00 10 5:30 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1210 5 Phone S6-17~1

"~r. SOFT FROZEN YOGURT
"''')...A;I the fun of IceIncream-plus
8 cup~or
cone - ~
good things of yogurt

10 InciuatriGl Parll Rd. (ClCroa
rom J1fcDottald'.). Tum lfltt at
m.top.,..., CIIen lett acoin 10.
A_iatfId Battery Supply.
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High in taste. low in fat.

Natural fruit flavors
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Mary Finley, a graduate
assistant at the Counseling
Center, said education can
prevent sexual harassment.
Finley mediated a sexual
harassment workshop at
Quigley HaU Wednesda' where

~S:~atm~:ss!o:~~

means and what it entails.
Gasser said there are two
types of harassment: gender
and sexual harassment. Gender
harassment includes
discrimination, mferences of
gen.ier inferiority, and sexual
innuendo!!,
while
sexual
harassment is unwelcomed
advances, requests for sexual
favors, and other verbal or
physical conduct of a seX1.l:-"\I
nature.

Gasser and Finley said recent
surveYl> done at Harvard and
elsewhere have indicated 80 to
90 percent of womel' have ex
~rtenced sexual or gender
narassment.
Gasser saId she thought less
harassment takes place SIt
universities than in private
industry, but private indllStry is
more sensitive to the issue.
Faculty members have a
powerful position over students,
and students have to be sensitive tc wh&i: could happen,
Gasser said. She spirt she has
advised over a dozen students in
the past fto'." months, though
only four ca>es have been
brought.
"It can happen to men as
easily a." women," she said.
Ga5sf'~ said that in addition to
filing grievances with SIU-C,
individuals can file with state
and federal 31lencies if the case
is job-related or a violation of
civil r.Dtts. The nlinois HWl'=on
Rights Commission atided
provisions for higher education
this 8UJD:ner.

r --y

Under the new policy, aU fr!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1
harassment
grievances
brought
by a student
start with
the
..
For

--..I

:~'::!~~~ :rns=-!"!i~le:~

Under the policy "a three·
member bearing panel is
selected from a board of 14 to
bear the complaint. The panel
bears the case and can make
recommendations to the appropriate vice president.
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get intematiorull students to
mix more and to make the
CSA more visible OIl campus.
I think this is the first time a
gruup is doing sometbing like
this."

Disabled man concentrates on bein.g alive
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Jim
Wmcb doesn't dwell on wbat
be's lost - an arm and a leg.
Instead, be says he feels lucky
to he able to work, take care of
his family and ride his horses.

SIU-C's
nf''N
"·Sexual
Harassment
Policy
ant:!
Grievance Procedures" for
faculty,
administrativeprofessional staff, civil service
employees and students has
been published in the Daily
Egyptian and the SIU-C
Courier. Pamphlets containing
the policy and procedur~ have
been distributed to fuD-time
employees at SIU-C.

Carbondale's Odginal Deli

Fr•• Lunch Deiliveri••

.

~-

~cake.Quiche
11 .. 1:30
·549 .. 3366

I'

• Subs. Salads.

_ ~-"-<:4
•

"Oft"Stop Express Bas Service
C(nbonelale to Chicago
--~: ..,.,-S4o.00.pujJ.rsOJL Roa.eLYdp

..

Leave Corbondele 4:00pm Fridays
Ln•• Chkago 1:00pm hndays
'aid R.s-mltlonl re4alrn no
later than 1:00 pm Thanda,s•
Mod.m Hlghwa, Coaches-R.stlvom
E4 Ul pp.....'rof.ss.onal Op4lraton
For Info & reservallons CQt! 45 1-41 ~4
R.E. Kilpatrick-Ament
Qal' T","lport COf!'pany

Disabled athlete is ho,,'o'red
in sports and on cereal boxes

Tripp: Ballots, political reform
are too slow to end op{lression
By Karen Torry
Stall Writer

Luke Tri{lP put it bluntly:
"We're talkmg about one class
that rules this country being
replaced by another class."
"I see no way to end oppression within the present
sy.. tem." said Tripp, a Black
American Studies professor
who talked with students
Wednesday about revolution
and reform, and which is the
road to SOCial and economic
equality for black Americans.
Reform, Tripp said, is
"lighter.ing the load of the
poor," lJSU!llly throu~ welfare
programs that help alleviate the
dire cooditions of poverty. But
reform dc.es not address what
Tripp calls the fundamental
question: Wby is the gap between the wealthy and ine poor
so gn>at?
"Oil one hand, you have the
multi-millionaires. On the
other, you have ~Ie who
can't pay the rea:t," Tripp said.
"00 one hand, you have people
who fly down "' their resort
homes when it gE!:s cold. 00 the
other, you have people burning
their hands over the coals to
stay warm."
And a large number of those

people who can't pay the rent or
the heating bills are bla.:k, he
said, quoting these statistics:
-The median income ior
blacks in 1982 was $13,000; for
whites it was $24,000.
-Over one.third of all blacks
live below the poverty level.
- Three-fourths of all blacks
earn under $25,000 a year; 50
percent of white workers make
less than that.
"How do you explain that
discrepancy?" Tripp asked.
"People should not have to live
in poverty, particularly in a
country that teUs the rest of the
world it is the wealthiest nation
on earth."
Tripp belieVes that Reagan
administration policies and
budget decisions perpetuate Ihe
poverty that plagues the black
community.
'.
"The go'(emment's poIic:y ls
anti-life, and they're spending
billions of dollars to be effective
at it," Tripp said, referring to
defense spending. "Welfare and
food program,s. fucluding school
lunches, that pr'Om!Jte life are
being cuL"
.

voor·
"There are always going tb be
the P,<Iwerless and the powerful,' he said. "And the powerful
are not about· to share their
wealth."
Political successes for blacks,
such as mayoral victories for
Harold Washington in Chicago
aui! Tom Bradley in Los
Angeles, are important gains,
said Tripp, but blacks should
recognize their limitations.
"A black mayor can make a
difference m terms of blanket,

Tripp I'ontends . that the
system will never change
enough to significantly close the
gal' between the rich and the

Eagleton to 8upport Simon at banque;
U.S. Sen. Thomas Eagleton
will be the speaker at a fund-

raising banquet for u.s. Rep.
Paul Simon at 6:30 p.m. Sunday.
The three-term Missouri
Democrat will conduct a press
conference at 5 p.m. and then
move to the banquet in the
Student Center ballrooms.
Simon ~ seaking Democratic
nomination in ttie March
primary to run for the Senate
seat now held by Republican
Charles Percy.
Eagleton will discuss issues
including the economy and

foreign relations and will sp"aJI:
in
behalf
of
Simon's
qualifications for the Senate,
according to Joe Dunn, a
spokesman for Simon.
After the banquet, at 9 (I.m.
tIMo.re will be a shc.wIng of "The
Day After," a documentary
fIlm dealing with the effects of
nuclear war.
.
Also expected fa attend the
tm!nt are State. Sen. Kenneth
Buzbee, former U.S. Rep.
Kenneth Gray. Both are seeking
Simon 's congressional.pos~
About 700 to 800 Democrats are
expected to attend..

~t~i:e ~~~~d~~~ or~

problems."
Only a revolution, he said,
would address itself to the

!~r.:te a:ha: h:h~ed a~:
racir;t, classed society."
Members or the audience

agreed with TriPP, but differed
over
how
they
think
revolutionary change can occur.
"Before you can affect
change within the people, fIrSt
you have to educate people to
the idea of change," one student
said. "Blacks have no sense of
themSf!lves as a people other
than the 'slave mentality ....
Others
argued that if blacks
were
unified
they could use
political
and
economic
pressure,
rather
than
revolutionary violence to
change the system, but Tripp
contended that only those
~~s could (lnly create
"People don't vote in a
revolution," Tripp said. The
fIrSt student aareed.
"n's gonna be the ballot or
the hattle," he said. "And '.be
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TAKE FIVE
VI DEO
ARCADE

Show your support & appreciation to Coach Rey Dempsey & the
mighty So/ukl football teom. Let the dogs know you're proud of
'em. Put it In print I

jr. ~~
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Known as thl' "Breakfast of
Champions" ior 50 years,
Wheaties boxeshavefea~
the photographs of sports

figures, but never a handicapped athlelt:.
Murray, a native of Maine, is
studying for a degree in
therapeutic recreation at UI.
His accomplishments as a
wheelchair athlete include:
":inning the Boston
Marathon in 1978. Though
wheelchair athletes always are
given a head sta.-t, it was the
fIrSt time one of them got to the
finish line ahead of all the ablebodied athletes.
Winning the World
Wheelchair Marathon in 1981 in
the Orange Bowl in Miami.
- Being the first wheelchair
athlete to break the s-minute
barrier in the mile in 1979 in
Tampa, Fla.
- Winning the~, 400-,800and 1500-meter events at the
National Wheelchair Games in
Hawaii ibis year, establishing
records m each event.
Murral was in New York DIl
Wednesday for interviews and a
photo session for a feature in
Sports mustrated.

baillot ain't W;orkin;'

-t'-t'~DlJRlw.~

f-i'~~~
_ymTER:mG lj0kE

CHAMPAIGN
(AP)
Disabled athletes can be
champions, too, and George
Murral says his appearance on
Wheaties boxes next year will
make tnat important point t.o
millions of people.
"Personally, it's the chance
for me to have an effect," said
Murray, a University of lllinois
graduate student. "It's a
vehicle, th~ opportunity to get
the
message
out
that
wheelchair
athletes
are
legitimate athletes, too."
Genert.1 Mills selected
Murray, 36, as one of six top
amateur athletes in its "Search
for Champions" contest this
year. Murray's photograph is
expected to appear on boxes of
Wheaties cereal next summer,
about the same time the World
Wheelchair
Games
are
scheduled at U of I.

*
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Playoft Game-Saturday, Dec. 3rcl
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'Tinyburg Tales' has message,
meaning for small-town people
bBy Debra Colban
StaU Writer
Although his stories don'!
begin with once upon a time,
Robert Hastings' story telling
style evokes memories of
childhood bedtimes and the
comforting presence of a
parent.
Hastings, who grew up in
Marion during the 19:105 and has
lived in small towns in Southern
minois, Western Kentucky and
Tennessee, is a former pastor of
the University Baptist t.'burch.
Most of his stories revolve
artund church life.
"I fmd very warm acceptance
of me as a Southern Illinois
author. That's encouraging. I
fee] my most avid readers are
in this area," Hastings said.
He recently published 10
collection of 24 onginal stories,
"Tinyburg Tales."
"In case you want to visit, the
town is very easy to find,"
Hastings said with a smile. "It's
just seven miles south of
'Pretense. '" He told stories
Wednesday evening at Murdale
Baptist Church as a part of a
week-long promotion for the
1>0<»;.
The stories began three years
ago
when
Hastings,
a
newspaper editor for 17 years,
wanted something 1ig.'Jt for the
newspa.Der. He said the story
telling is a spinoff from the
newspaper that he didn't expect.
This hook is his first published
nction work. He has also
written of the hook, "A Nickel's
Worth of Skim Milk," wh:d, is
the story of his boyhood in
Marion during the depression.
When Hastings tells a story,
he doesn't try to act. "The
power of the image is greater
than st3ge design and settings, ..
he said.
Hastings, who was the first in
his family to go to college, was
gJ.·aduated from SIU-C with
honors. His wife ar.J three Robert Hastings, author of "Tinyburg Tales" ,tells stories.
children are ~!so SIU-C
vaduates. They now live in Baptist Seminary in Fort
'''I like to meet interesting
Springfield.
Worth, Texas where he received people and I never know when
He went on to the South West hi!ll tf"..tor'lt!..
I'll pick up an idea," he said.

Ethics probe finds no ,drug ring in Congress
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
House ethics committtee, ending a IS-month investigation,
said Thursaay there is insufficient evidence to show that
any current House member
used illegal drugs or that a drug
ever operated on Capitol

ruw.

Committee Chairman Louis
Stokes, D-Ohio, and Special
Counsel Joseph A. Califano Jr.

said the final report ends their
probe into "allegations 'Jf the
illicit use or distribution of
drugs by members, officers or
employees of the House."
But the committee's special
counsel, Joseph A. CalifaJl(J Jr.,
named
three
former
congressmen who had used
iUicit drugs during their tenure
in Congress.

Califano told a news cnDference that former Reps.
Frederick Richmond, D-N. Y.,
and John Burton, D-Calif.,
admitted to the panel under
oath that they used drugs.
He said former Rep. Barry
Goldwater. R-Calif., made no
admission, but, "There was
substantia: evidence of such
activity."

Do You Miss Mom's Sunday
Dinner.'
The Oasis Has Family Style Dinners
Every Sunday

Fried Chicken with Six Side Dl!ihes
Served in Bottomless Bowls
.S~r~ln9.Jl~m-7p",
"ALL yoU CAN EAT
Just Like Home

ANDN.
Pomona General
Come out for a drive aod
enjoy Mother Nature's fall
colors. We are on the edge
of the forest down in the

volley.

SUPER·VIDEOS
EVERY NIGHT
~RI

How ServIng

A ..D SAT DOORS OPEN AT ...,...

ond
_ _ cony
V.-lotlonChlll

brown.,.

Mon-Sat lOam-5pm
Sun 12pm-5pm

NO COVER

South 01 Mu,physboro on
IIaufe 171~""'"
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FREE POPCORN

529-3755
CARTERVILLE 985-3755

Land subsidence risks outlined
i,n new maps, public hearings
By John Racine
Staff Writer

Maps recently revised by the
Illinois State Geological Survey
should make it easier to pinpoint land that has a high risk of
becoming subsided, according
to comments from fivp members of a panel thll has bet>n
appearing around the state this
week.
Accordirtg to the panel, formed by .. uttorities on varying
aspec~s of coal subsidence
caust!S and affects, t"'e revised
maps are just one of two major
projects Which have been undertaken in the last year to aid
in locating mine subsidence.
Sue
Massie,
executive
director of the Illinois Abandoned
Mined
Lantis
Reclamation GOl'!lcil, said that
in the past year the 73 counties
- Jackson County included most affected by the problem of
subsidence were remapped and
a new manual was put together
to inform the public.
Also, public hearings were
conducted around the state. The
one held at the Holiday Inn in
Marion Tuesday night was the
second of three.
Bob Gibson, a geologist and
subsidence superviso!' with the
Abandoned Mined Lands
fieclaJr.ation Cour.cil, s;~id "an
area that has been undErmined
may take .1S many as 100 years
to subside but we believe that
all that land will eventually
subside."
Using slides of damaged
property, Gibson showed what
he labeled the mechanics of
sUbl;idence damare. He said
early indicators (,. subsidence
incluQ~ popping, creaking and
craclti~ sounds. There are
many VISible signs of damage,
bf,saicl.

Cracks will begin to appear in
tI Ie foundation and exterior wall

and sections of the building will
McCabe suggests that local
begin to tilt. Long continuous officials prepare zoning orcracks in the ground may also dinances WIth the aid of the
updated maps and the books.
be visible, he said.
Baird Cook, pro~t coor- "Just ~ause you adopt a
dinator from Springfield for the policy does not mean that you
Federal Office of Surface are guaranteed of having no
Mining, said that subsidence problems but it does mean that
damage mar cause life and you are establishing a
property to be put in lin framework for the future," she
said.
emergency situation.
"We are here to help people
In the event of subsidence
who are in immediate danger, damage, Illinois has the second
who cannot wait to go through of only three insurance
the usual channels of t6e programs in the nation. Penngovernment for help," he said. sylvania took the lead a..d was
Kathy McCabe, a planner foHowed by Illinois, according
with the Southwestern Illinois to Ed Murphy, direct('r of the
Regional Planning Commission Mine Subsidence Insurance
said that many of the surveys Fund.
The fund was launched by the
being done now are designed to
aid state and federal officals in state legislature in 1979 with a
rmding undermined areas and $100,000 loan from the state and
detering consturction from has since been fueled by fees
assesed on the coal industry and
occurlng in those locations.
Land onwers and pros~tive is controlled by the insurance
builders are advised to check industry, he said.
The fund will cover propert}
with the Marion office before
constructing or building onto damage for up to $50,000......a!
land that 'Ilay become subsided, limit is controlled by present
McCabe ~id.
laws, Murphy said.
She also said that community
A policy cost $12 annually
awareness was important, and, according to Gibson, "is a
especially in areas that run the good trade-off between the cost
risk of becominl( subsided. of a policy and the cost to repair
Because of this the ILRC and a home."
relaU!d agencies designed a 148Murphy
said
that
page book titled "Mine Sub- homeowners are not required to
sidence: A Guidebook for Local purchase the insurance. He
Officials." Both are available noted, however, that the rate of
upon. request an~ a fee may be turndown ranges from five to 32
reqwred, slIP. said.
percent in Illinois.

Institute director g~t8 award
Ronald Kelly, director of Air
Institute and Service, bas
rec£ived the 1983 University
Aviation Association Wheatley
Award, sponsored by United
Airlines.
'lbe award was given to Kelly

for outstanding contributions to
the . field
of
aerospace
education.
KeUy is a graduate of the
A viatiOll Management Program
at SIU~.
.

Morra Library hourtl set for, break

Computerized gift
suggestion lists
available at MaD
The University Malt Merchants
Association
and
Southern Data Systems wiD
have a computerized gift
suggestion service available to
customers of the mall from
Nov. 25 to Dec. 24.
Customers may have a
suggestion print out made by
telling the computer operator
wilc1t the price range is for the
gift, if the gi!l is for a male or
female, what the age is of that
person and what that person's
interests are. The computer
service will be free.

Morris Library will be clcsed
on Thursday in bonor of
Tbanksgiving.
.
During Thanksgiving Break,
the library hours will be from
7:45 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday; 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday; clcsed

A SERIES of five prenatal
classes will be offered for
women at least five months
pregnant and a partner by the
Jackson
County
Health
Department. The first class will
meet from 1 to 3 p.m. Monday.
Those interested may register
by calling 687-HELP. There is a
$S fee.

THE NEWMAN Center will
serve a dinner from noon to 2
p.m. on Thanksgiving Day.
Tickets may be purchased by
noon Tuesday at the Newman
Center, 715 S. Washington. The
cost is $1 and it will be refunded
at the door.

THE WESLEY Foundation
will be open at 6 p.m. Sunday for
viewing of the movie "The Day
After" at 7 p.m. A discussion
meeting will be held after the
ftlm.
SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS
Friends Meeting, 610 6:45 p.m.,
Sunday, 214 S. Glenview.
Meeting for worship, 7 to 9:15
p.m.; view the movie "The Day
After:' 9: 15 p.m. on, commmentary from Channel 3 plus
discussion. You are invited to
any part of the evening. Please
do not bring children under 12.

BLEUFLAMBE
Fri. & Sat. Roy Hakk Band
We Now Hove "Sig Screen" T. v.

Monday Night 254 Drafts
No Cover Charge On Weekends

~besis

801 E. Main
Ph. 549-"841
Hrs. Bam-2am

(!Copies
6¢

SAME-DAY-SERVICE

Sunday; 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday thrt"lgh Wednesday; 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday and
Saturday, Nov. 25 and 26; and I
p.m. to II p.m. Sunday, Nov. Tl.
Regular hours will resume on
Monday, Nov. 28.

~rabuatt~cboo12lpproprb~tr
kinko's COpiflS

(618) 549-0788

AS LITTLE AS 5 Y2 HOURS TO CHICAGOLAND

THANKSGIVING BREAK
AlL BUSES AIR CONDITIONED, WASH ROOM EQUIPPED, COMFORTABLE RECLINiNG SEATS

KEROSENE HEATERS

ONLY $39.7 S

Highest Quality and
Safest Kerosene Heaters
on the Market

•
ROUND.RIP

New Low PrIces

~Mf,s

REQUEST8 FOR rooms and
solicitation tables in the Student
Center during spring 1984 may
be made by Recognized Student
Organizations from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday beginning Nov. 28 at the
Student Center SchedulingCatering Office.

WOMEN WHO will be
graduate students or taking
professional training at SIU-C
beginning in June may apply to
the Carbondale Branch of the
American Association of
University Women for a $200
scholarship. Those interested
may call Johanna Clausen at
457-4453 for information on
submitting an application
letter. Application letters
should be sent to Clausen, Route
2 Box 53, Makanda, IL 62958 by
Jan. 1.

WHEREVER YOU'RE GOING WE'RE MAKING A STOP NEAR-BY

'V"

Save an Fuel Costs
This Winter With The Best
. Heater Available.

THE NIGHT Safety Van and
the Women's Transit will not
r~n Friday through Monday,
Nov. 28. Regular hours will
resume after Thanksgiving
Break.

BUS
SERVICE
~gENT
TO CHICAGO & SUBURBS SI~iNSIT

~.

Starting at '".95

Campus Briefs

TJ:IE STUDENT TRANSIT

~--~.~-"'-'-"
IF YOU DEPART
ON FRI NOV. 18

$4.75 ROUNDTRIP FOR ALL OTHER DEPARTURES

ONE-WAY ALSO AVAILABLE

!VHR~~

U.S. South 51.
CarItondaIe
529-5700
We "ave Kerosene.
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DEPARtuRES
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
WEDNESOAY

NOV 16
NOV 17
NOV1S
NOV 19
NOV 23

RETURNS
2PM
SATURDAY NOV 26
2PM
SUNDAY NOV 'I1
2PM
Ampl. Seating
NOON

S"" Avallabl.

TICKET SALES OUTLET AT
715 S. UNIVERSITY AVE.
"ON THE ISLAND" UPPER LEVEL
(BETWEN CAMPUS CYCLE &THE HAIRI.A3)
BEHIND 710 BOOKSTORE

529-1862
MONDAY THRU 10:30~.M-l :3OPM
FRIDAY
& 2:30PM-6PM
SATURDAY
9:30AM-II :30.A.M

ALL RESERVE SEATING

•
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'Greenhouse effect' data
criticized by ecologist
Ih .h·fr ('urI
Studf'nt WrUf'r

surf Photo by Scott Shaw

Fred PlaUky checks cemmodities futures oa a computer &erminal.

Class learns trading by doing;
playing pork bellies for grades
By Deborah Sauerhage

Student Writer
Kevin
Eames.
an
agribusiness economics senior
from Mendota. has made more
than $87,000 this semester
trading in the silver futures
market.
Too bad the profit is only play
money
in
Agribusiness
Economics 363, a course titled
"Commodity Futures Market."
Taught by Lyle Sclverson,
assistant professor, the course
deals with financial speculation
on everything from farm
products to money, based on
anticipated future value.
The idea is to buy future
rights to a commodity today at
a low price and sell it at a set
future date when the price has
risen - you hope. Making a
profit depends on a rare combination of luck and the ability
to predict the future.
According to Solverson, more
than i.hree-quarters of aU real
life commodity trainers are
"losers." In the classroom
trading game, most students
also lost money. but it is a good
teaching tool for learning
through hands-iln ~xperience,
Solverson said.

realize the potential risks and OUt of the soybean market, Skip
work involved in trading futures Stitt, a senior in general
Cflntracts.
agriculture from Herrin, lost
Students start with $15,000
credit in four commodity
Joe Prusacki, Solverson's
groups
including
corn. teaching assistant, believes the
soybeans, cattle, pork bellies, trading game makes students
lumber, foreign currencies, $9,600. After the price dropped,
silver, gold and U.S. Treasury Stitt didn't have enough money
bills and bonds. To make a to meet the margin call _.
trade, students punch computer margins are a security deposit
cards with information on the that insures that the trader will
commodity group, the price fulfill the contract -'- and the
they want to trade at and the computer kicked him out of the
action - buy, sell or stop - if gamt'o
the market touches a certain
To get .back into the game,
point.
For each $t.OOO profit, a ,Stitt is negotiating with
student rect;ives one extra Solverson for a 15 percent loan.
credit point up to 25 points. No One point will be deducted from
points are deducted for losses. his final score if the loan isn't
Prusacki runs the cards and paid,
Stitt's adviee to others
hands out financial statements
every Monday morning listing trading in the futures market
students' transactions. profits is: "Watch what you're doing
and use stoV!! to get out.'·
and losses.
Daily price quotations are During an unfavorable price
available through the Wan move, a stOll order will close
Street Journal and tbe your trade bef"", further losses
American Quotation System occur.
Earlier this semester, Kevin
terminal in the School of
Agriculture. The AQS computer F.ames took advice from
immediately lists prices as they Prusacki and lost $14,000.
"Watch the market," advises
move on all the major com·
Eames, "And don't listen t.o
modity erxchanges.
When the bottom recently fell anyone."

An SIU·(' Oot<\O;.' professor
questIOns an Environmf'nlal
Protection Agt'ncy prt'diction
that carbon dioxide huild-up
will start drastically changing
the t'a;·th's climate within a
decade.
EPA scientists have ft'ported
that a "greenhouse effect."
whIch traps the sun's heat in the
atmosphere, will t'ventuaJly
disrupt food production, melt
ice caps and cause New York
'City to have a climate like
Day:ona Beach, fo"la.
But professor Jacob Verduin, an ecologist. said that
predictions of what is going to
happen 20 to 100) pars frllm now
are very unreliable if lJrbon
dioxide build·up is the only
factor examined.
Verduin said .;~her factors,
illf'luding the amount of water
in the atmosphere, must be
considered if a long·range
prediction is going to be made.
"Water in the air also absorbs
infrared radiation exactly like

('arbon dioxide. and wat~r is 'ld
times more ahundant in Ihe
'ltmosphl're," Vl'rduill said.
The watpr could either redu("e
or incrt'ase the carbon dioxidt'
effect.
\"prduin said a c10udv day will
reflt'ct light. thus cancPlirig the
carbon dioxide effect.
He also said that the
glaciation 3ge IS an important
factor in determining long·
range atmospheric effects.
He said there is a welldocumented oscillation between
ice ages and warmer. shorter
periods called interg!~cia] ages.
Verduin said we are now at the
end of an interglacial age.
"The question is. when will
we go into another ice age, and
what kind of weather will we
have when W'e do?" Verduin
asked.
During an ice age, the snow in
northeastern Canada may build
up until newly formed glaciers
come sliding down to Wisconsin,
Verduin said.
"I'm much more impressed
by that than carbon dioxide." he
said.

Three men steal fast food from woman
A Carbondale woman was
robbt'd of two McDonald'S
hamburgers and an order of
french fries by thTt't' young mt'n
Wt'dnesday night on the ('OTnt'r
of Freeman and Lincoln
Streets.
Carbondale police said
I(,)'hf'rine T. Padgt't, 20. was

approached at 7:30 p.m. by
three bla('k men, who grabbed a
bag ('ontaining food fro.:r
l\I('Donald's and tried un·
su('('essfulfy to take her ha('kpack.
Tht' three then fled the scene.
police said.

A
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Obelisk II sales increase
Yearbook sales are up 90
percent this year over last year
at the same lime. according to
David Jolly, business director
for the Obelisk II Yearbook.
Jolly saio that, to date. 920
portraits have been taken and
681 yearMoks sold.
JoUy said that one reason
sales are up is because of a

~:~rn w~kl~~o~e:~~n~

Staff Photo by Neville Loberg
Teaeher Raashanah Khaaliq and ehUdren at Head Start add moCians to their song.

given to students who purchase
the 1984 Obelisk II, which sells
for $20.
Those who haven't yet had
their photo taken still have time
to do so, he said. Those
graduating from B four-year.
two-year or baccalaureate
degree prugram may ('all for an
appointment for a sitting, he
said.
Because of outstanding
response, Jolly said, another
week has been added to the six-

week portrait program. The
final week will begin Nov. 2!!
and continue through Dec. 2. he
said.
"Those who have their portrait taken may win a free
yearbook or a senior portrait
pac !mge worth $65 in weekly
drawings. Those winning the
weekly prizes are eligible to win
a grand prize of a trip to Padre
Island in Texas," he said.
The program wiD continue in
the spring semester, Jolly said.
He also said the deadline for
all groups and organizations is
nearing. Any group of students,
whether a Registered Student
Organization or a group of
friends. is eligible to be pictured
in the yearbook. he said.
Jolly said that more information is available at the
Obelisk II office, Green
Barracks 0846, or by calling 5367768 anytime.

Head Start fueled by federal grant
By Debra Colbum
Staff Writer
The SIU-C Head Start Agency
has been awarded a $514.000
federal grant for operating
costs and training from the
Department of Health and
Human Services. Barbara
Grace, Ht'ad Start director,
said.
Head Start was one of the few
social agencIes that was spared
during the Reagan budget CUiS.
"I think Head Start wasn't cut
because research has shown it
is a successful program,"
Grace said.
Grace said the grant will be
used for educational materials,
office supplies, food and
transportation for children and
parent activity costs.
Children are involved L the
Head Start program Tuesday
through Friday. Those in the
morning session attend from 8
to l1:30·and are served.a light
breakfast anc~ lunch. (:hildren in
the afternoon session, which
lasts from 12:30 to 4, receive
lunch and an afternoon snack.
R~rch shows, according to
Grace,
that
low-incom~
children who aren't exposed to
early learning may suffer a
deficit when they begin school.
The program is designed to

give children from low-mcome
families a "head start" in their
education and to ensure that all
of their hasic needs such as rood
and health needs are m('t.
The program helps ('~.adren
become acquainted with the
school system by exposing them
to books, crayons, p:tper and
group interaction with other
children.
"Head Start focuses 00 the
total child and family bv
making sure the family's needs
are met," Grace said ..
About 242 children and their
families are involved in the
prOgram. Most of those children
are from 3 to 5 years of age with
a high concentration of 4-yearolds_
Parents are an important
part of the program Grace said.
They serve in aU areas and are
viewed as the primary
educators of their children.

impact on children and
families."
f'hilden in the program go on
community field trips, visiting
such places as the library,
University, bakery and fire
slation. They also learn table
malUlf'rs and how to brush and
floss their teeth.
The paid staff consists of 55
members. Ten SIU-C students
as well as about 100 volunteers
also work with the program.
"lnvolveJY.ent for students in
Head Sta: t is 'a really good
experiencf' for the Head Start
prOgram and the students. Our
classrooms give a realistic view
of what it's going to be like in
the real world," Grace said_

t--------d,Je

The program has· lasting
effects, according to Grace.

FestiL'e Wal'Js Ho{ida,'J work,.;,hop.1\

"Children exposed to Head
Start, as compared to children
without exposure, have a tendency to not drop out of school
8JlQ have better attendance
records," she said. "I do think
HeCld Stan has a very positive

.s£~so~s <iIlEIiTlI>l4S.

THANKSGIVING
Day Meal

5'.

W'"''
Ff"SrlvE'
WhYS..., M41t:€ VOtJR ICUCAV
MoRE P£/i50f0JI),L F"oJN ~"'t>
I ",ewPE NSlV£".

..

FREE

craft sbof' I'reseJ1t.\---I:l

.o.~ WOQ0(5HOPs je.oo 1'Lu~ ~uPPuE'.s

:a:e~:tRUfN~iff :t<ilV!AT/oN

I.

Woooeu TO('Js

,e

~£:'Ir~-J~3b Fi:>1t ~ 'HFoItMKrIOH

1foV~: :;3~~::,',,~f.>c.1lW'r "~oP

Z-NnrWORI:~p.DtfC I~

6 TO 8........

00 I>U/S

.5UO'PUES

~~~,,:~~~> ~~

2~ Cutting Boaros
,;z-pI.I.Y~SHOP DEC,O!I"O
ITD~P.N'I.
~.oo PLU!o "UPA.JE~

3- CenHJ1ic coffee Maket/Tea Pot Set
..3."",,-,:- WO~$IOP:!«N.30.l)~I.7
0....

at the Newman c.n_
715 I. Waahlnlton
On. clollar cI.poalt on tlck.ta
return'" at the cloor

~2prn

TIck....".11••1• •t the N......n Cent.

until noon on TIIeIHy. Ncnrem..... 22.
• • tldc.. I.........I_ _11.ft.Ja11

----.. ---.c..w......a.... c...a ... UIO.

"'TE'S 5-7 PM

0 JU..IS ~ES

4. Serving Platters or plates
.:s -p~v WOR~"OP: tIE'<:' 2. ("106)
J)EC.:!('~)4HD

ce-c8ltl"'/b)

8.00 J:t(JS 5'6PLlt;<;

ONETJ)#.li:DEC.B-% .~JI,.
18.00 'PI.VS SVPFz.I £$

6. picture 1\1atting
ONe-r'IVIE CE"G~ ,-"'PM
1&'00 ~vs .$()_L'£S

.~~
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I.,/" .1;;. f~tf,H.Rf: h:!1.-!'~~'\!f~""" Ii" ~J'~f,.;'

H.~NDA XL 356. 1915 Good con-

..C1assmed InformaU... Rain
.. 15 .-jon MI.......

~:~~s4~J'g'!~tr~~

TECHNICS AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE. SL-D303. Seldom used
$130, firm. call 529-2637. 3603Ag72'

and

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
for one or twl:' people; 2 twin beds,

~:ft1ry ~~Fs~:n7a~i.':t~ ~~~

3561Ac65

Dear Customer:
Someone you know knows
me ond has learned that T. V.
and Stereo Repairs need not
be expensive nor time·con·
suming. Free Estimoles
Some·Ooy·Service. ond H;:;;h
Tech Knowledge permit me
to moke repoirs for less. like
that someone. Call: 549·5936
And sove.

~~k~~~":.~t~. ~~~, g~
:::!:fi;::~r~.:,~.~~
1!I81 SUZUKI GS75OL. With sissy

=-i~I!~r::rc~~c-rr:!: At~~\~

amdltion. Best reasonable offer.
684-4124. MurphysbOro. 3574Ac:68

==-

1975 HONDA MTI2S, Rebuilt nu.

ge.r~C:h':l:~t

I'" COlOlt TV

1983 KAWASAKI GPZ 1100 Ell-

• uo

=.o~~~aP~.~7;aDt· .
3614Ac65
v~rTER

rrom

::m~~~~75S~JIe"~~

R_lbtat.

=.

nished spaciouS 1 '110 mo. ~us

HOUSEMATES WANTED. lit-F. 3
min. walk to campus. Wil,l be
totally remodeled by JaD •• furnished. ~aC:ious. $150 mo. for

I

","..n'.T.Y.
.oJ ~L Graham

~i:~:"1e

'.ercent financing available at 12
.lercent over 10 :fear term. Phillie

1IIpp1~. troInJnt.

O!l.'E BEDROOM APARTMENT to
NOW TAKING SPRING contracts
1-2 bedrooms furnished apts. 2

~~,¥~~;'<hed dupl~~
NICE ONE BEDROOM furnished

~~~::an~.5~M;'r~i~

spnngsemester. 5~3581.

B349OAdBO

1973 FORD XL T 156 Truck.
Automatic, 360 engine. $1995. Call
549-31)00.
B3398Aa75

:~ :~n. Woodhe~1~

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE on four

~~; uiili~::.tlft:i:l~~pus.

OWNERS MUST SELL. Make
ofrer - homes from $18.(100.$80.000.
We can help arran~e finanCing.

SUBLEASE:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3588Ba71

MURPHYSBORO.
DRASTICALLY REDUCED price.
$22.000! Four bedrooms, just

T.V. REPAIR
'ttIIISTIMATES
9O-0A Y GUARANTEI:
RENT NEW T.V:S $4IWK
NEW & USED T. V:S FOR SALE
7lS S. Illinois. C'dale
A-1 T.V.
"5'7-"009

549-3850.

....h&Sup~II ••

C1~STw1'J:~IU:~E~~J i~:n~;!~ Uir:r~~l: r:~~1~edCo~ffo~

steering. air, $107" or best. t-98&8662.
341sAa66

LAKE

3626Ad65

CHATAUQUA,

~at roommates. c.ill 457-4\544.

3602Ba74

3-

________
3454Aa...:__

4795.

~9J6~ltA;,r;. IJ:is~~~e;i ~~e:

f.~Ne~~~ra~~~~io:~~.

negotiable. call529-ltIO. ~Aa65
1974 DODGE VAN. Best offer. Call
457-861J7.
3324Aa66
1974

PLYMOUTH

_ _ _B3490_AdaO
FOUR BEDROOM HOUS:::: on four

19';'2 PINTO WAGON. Automatic,

FIAT 1979. 4-SPEED, 35 mpg.

~':'~l!:' ~l:l~':=

super clean. $2700. M,..l236.
3560Aa65

1976 FORO PINTO. 4-Speed. Good
conditioo. Radial tires practically

':;ea~~I~~tIi
. ~~~~~-M!'t!.RP

t=.J:

~7 :~~. Woodhe~l~
OWNERS MUST SELL. Make
offer - homes from $18.(100.$80,000.
We can help arranN: financing.

~Re!:fty~J:~~e,~Jsn~

B3595Ad82
MURPHYSBORO.
DRASTfCALLY REDUCED price.
$22 ,000 ! Four bedrooms, just
completely remodeled. carpet
~~dl:~t. beautiful ~::s

1973 VW SUPER Beetk;. CaSsetf'-.
$UOO. 451-T.m.
3577Aa66
'llItO RENAULT LE Car. Excellent

~J~~ti:W:~~S4~~_b.o.
3538Aa65

SPORTY VEGA HATCHBACK,
1916. Attractive and meehanicaUy
souad. '956_ Also, motorcycle
trailer, holds three bikes. roadworthy, excellent tires. $150, 4575196 evenings.
361SAa65

~~~?~~'::SWi:st:ao:
transmission, '1:00, .Call after 5,

687-1460.
3639Aa70
---------1968 KA·ftMEN GHIA. A classic

:a~~~_=.ndable. $100~=~

Part. & Services
~:UW:e'i:buNI\'n~r:.es\fri:es

40 ACRES. fenced ClOd crossfen(.oo with two bedroom.
home, heat· pump and centr.J1
air. One-ocre pond. Two pole
borns. plus 10·stall horse
born. A real bargain
CALL JIM L"MIIRf
LAMIIRf RIAL"
7GO W. MIIln. CAftONDAU
' ...·3375

Mobil. Hom..
MURPHYSBORO.
MOBILE
RANCH 1978 Homette. 14x70, 2·

::'~:tOO:h~II;,=t. ~'fraJ~~
Agency,687-1'.74.

k

Rebuilders, Marioo. D. All wort .

L~t=~JY~"J3t::l~
~otorcycl.. . . .

B3527Ae66

'ANOllOS

MARANTZ 2225. RECEIVER. 2S
watts, $125. 457-8585. even~

2535Ae65

10x50 FULLY FURNIShED. AC.
Mly carpeted. ~imed. storm

~}f~:n~' r:~a~'t:Cllr'an~:Jl.
~Yl:: rl:.~~.~~e!!r~!.~~::~
pets ok.. 1'3100,529-5662.

3583A365

::'~~~.'4~r !~O~f=:
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carpet, clean. ~oup)~eferred
t No pets. $Iso-month. C ~~i~

studIO. Full hne of muscial accessories. Unbelievable prices'
Digital Delay MXR, $300. Tube
gUitar stand!!: $18~~ All strings
$4.99. Sound l,;ore Music, 715 S.
SUBLEASE NICE, COZY !Jfeniversity, 011 the Island 457-5641.'
ficiency. fu-rni~"ed. I block to
3152An65
~W~~d sl.rip, '175~Banth68'
PEAVY CLASSIC AMPLIFIER
Good conl.Htion ..$:50 O. B.
EFFICIENCY. FURNISHED
2
Call 549-4956, eftnmgs. 3413An66 blocks from camr.us. clean. Call
WANTED: MUSICIANS FOR after 6, 457-2fi17.
3635Ba61
KE'yboard!l; base,.a~d horns for VERY LARGE THRF.E Bedroom
~~~7tuc?on.:::
1'I.! baths. qtIi~ ruraJ ..Yea. I!trge'
at 529-3905 f~om ,..5 'Monday- yard, all utilities paul, Ilvailable
Satu.'"lIa Ser'
.
..
nl
December 15. Acceptlnfi apy.
10U5mq"ln~7~ rC::~;:,~w.NOr.ets.~~~

0.;

I

&rio.; .

FLAMENCO GUITAR LESSONS'
E~rieJ1Ced ~urmer teaches ali
levels. Also, ~inne", in most

CARTERVILLE-U""C1ENCY
A
•I
-

w~t~:T;!~~T$~oo_!:~r~.Shfu!:

~~~a:!~e:ev=, ~~~Iassical. ~d~~~~~fl.' R~L.w
3548An65

STEREO
SA.INAUDIO

. .·I ..... .nv..-Intown

.. ...
_IA-.

HAtAOfI HA.a. ..... ..,..

"M••
~

MAlCIU UDXlH

1..1 t _
lLU_

c:..

NAD

HA'LIIt
JVC

,....
YAM"HA

IlINWOOD
MlTlHU8llNI

TICHNICS
PIOt4IP

"A. .ANI
"A~
"AIIION
...e.
NUAMICHI
. .ADO
.ND MANY OTMIII_ANDS

.t..

OPeN SUNDA"S

Call before coming 6M-3Tl'1
lIla Iouth

...;......-----.

....-.ITIIIIO_A.
. ~--......

$&vet
VIAI!'
£"nIIENCIE
IN QUAlm
SllUO
•_
_
DDsaYICI
__

.rAta

FIOM CRAFTSMAN IN ELK11tOMC!·

.._ _
.....

(:REATE YLUR OWN holiday
music! Wurlilzl~ sgne! piano. Call
45'l-2354 m:..I-98S-61 after:r~

2 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED.

FOR RENT

ENERGY EFFiCIENT APAF.T·
MENT. Newer lIIIe bedroom, well
insulated with electric baseboard
heat, air, furnished, close to

.,."

toNY

waterbed and woOd-burner stove! I P--"":Ir'I'-'WIP
At Carbondale Mobile Home Part.
Price negotiable. 451-2:;:;9 after

;1980
KAWASAKI' 7S6-LTD.
Drivable but needs cosmetic work.
$1695. Cedar Lane Trailer Court.
Must see. Call Lee for details. 457CaU 457-0234.
3568Ae66
2!120. . .
3394Ac65 .
-

OIlANOIi.

Electronla

~~ct!:..~Ym:8:·fu~::::t=·
Sp.m..

ALTERNATORS AND STARn

PIIIStI

AND GIlAPlFllUn FROM RORIDA
AVAILABlE IN SMAll (2/5 BUSHEL)
AND lARGE (-4/5 BUSHEL) BOXES.
TO PLACE YOUIt ORDER CAll 529·
I~I BEFORE NOVEMBER 21st. FIIUIT
WlU ARRIVE IN CARBON[,Al£
OECEMBER 7th. 1983.

COlDEN AREA

IOOki~:~

l'¥i1 HONDA CIVIC. Am-Fmcassette. gllOd conditioo. '1200, 457T.m.
3584Aa65

~~ls:1i~~!sBa~rec~J::

percent fmancing available at 12
over 10 year term. Phone

~rcent

~~TI~[!~:'::~i:r~ntment

!~~Yi~~~~a,::~eB1sf;:'f;~ ~iAe~

-:M~u-.-:I:-c-a-:I:--------I furnished apartment. Gas heat.

::~Ij!bsl."i$l~ ::tes~i~f:;t;:;

SCAMP.

5982 or 529-5375 after 4p.m.
3S44Aa65

MURPHYSBORO~OOM

3t91Ad67

3334A<l65

=~~-~a~;~~~ p.~~tion,

SPRING

~:!~~Erum~JS ~~!I'k

d~ti~~:Ski~::SO~~~~tarter, :!P~:o.; ~~~~~
~_

35188865

NICE ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment for two oeop:". Very

saM!rty"..':ii!in':le~~~
. B3595Ad82

Automobll..

3498Ba61

=:.:.- cNa1Ja~i-=r.u9. $~~

t:~'lig~:~~i!r~ntment

OR SALE

r:". &°0 Lt::.J~1~~e.

BEAUTIFUL HUGE SPUT level,
efficiency. Fumishec'. ca~
fireplace. All utilities iDcluded.
Close to campuS. Wl-I938.
3521Ba65

='~':::'~~~;;'~}C:t'~

!.~~t.!br.sl.=, ~tes~i~r::t;:;

M·F

~~sAI4.ih are of utilities. ~~

IIERD COMPUTEI!IJ

CRA B ORCHARD LAKE. 40 acres.
V. IT de fro¢a~e l1li blacktop road,

2493Ba65

ra~~~.u~~~adre~:l:ied.aJ~~

ASK US hOW YOU CAN
NOW HAVE AN APPlE Fa«
AS ~ AS ".00 A MONTH
WITH THE 'JIPlE CREDIT PlAN.

LAKE
CHATAUQUA,
3BEDROOM. 2 bath hOuse. family
SoUl room. Dock $923O::iA~

Freeman,

HOUSEMATES WANTED.

Microcomputers
boaIIs.

313 E.

5~3581.

caU

SEE US FOR
Apple,,, & 0aII0me

SS FAIRING. Black

cam~.

~~3i.i~all:'~1:tS:.m:.~Y'f:

-yo

..-.-,0

:e:~ar.o:!ct

tfJ:a. c~~a::
you

few of the many feaTures
,.ill
find. For mOl! informah~u call
529-9472 or st0&u:d see 2.10 S.
~'ri~~' 1 "pm, ~J:*
BE READY FOR winter, 2

r::~i~~d.a~N:m~~t Fw~:m~~~t

G06S Property Manag~ 549-2621.
_

.

83257Ba66

ONE BEDROOM ·APARTMENT

~~edF:e~a::.~I~ $~~~Ir:nl~~

Lease. no l14!ts. 549-7381. B342"..Ba66

-

i_v~.

Lowest Prices Special Orders On:

J. V.C.. PIONF~R. AKAI. TECHNICS &

AUDIO S~R~CIAUSTS

54......

fAcrOlo.l'roJmold fratn "tarionl

furn.ished, $32$-355.

DUNN AP4.RTMENTS NOW
leasing furuished one bedroom . ~::fa~re
apartments for spring and SUIIt' 2533. .

.........

-""

htlOttti

lit 1.111. Ave.

Apartment.

~~':tida1:i~ni2a~~~?5, n:~~

CARBONDALE
DISCOUNT
HOUSING. One Jedroom fur-

3684»a69

s::, l~=~~~,t:l~

B3682Ua84

No,.., R.ntlng for Fall

.... aa.. toc.npu.
hdroom: 405 5..... .nove
3-..........:3035. F_t
406 C.....ry Court

4

-410S. Ash
I.Bedroom; 406 S. University 13

529-1.2

Sit·. . .

PARkTOWN APTS.·
Perteel f,·t prC>lessional•. 800 sq. ft.•
2 Bedroom opartment. /lUr. carpeted.
polio. IIgh'ed porking and cable TV
Behind Carbondale Clinic.

nished apartment. air. absolutely

:1
tra~:da~~~:emd ~~~~we:~
Call 684-4145..
83438Ban

WOODRUFF SERVICES
457·3321

Now laking Fall and Spring conlracl.
10, efficienc;". 1 bedroom and :2 bed·
room "",. 3 bl?Ck, 'rom CClmpu •. No
pel•.
0'_ Will..... -.nt.1s
"0'. Uttl ...... ty

457-1M1
Now R.nllng

".-204

'0'

Fall and Spring.
EHlcienci.. and 1 bed,oom apl•. No
pels. loundry 'acillli...

. .,. . . 1.

(2 blk •. from Campus)
I I......... . .

".-2414 "'-1M1

. ~~t~L~le~:fr!~ iP2S c:om~:
~:t waste money. caYu~O:
VERY EXCELLENT 12xSS. Two
bedrooms. furnished. air. natural
P!"s. Unde~nned, anchored. Close
~~~.u.<; University ~t::a

FREE WATCH WITH this ad .

nsF.

S49-3850.

r~~~~~p.:~IK:J1!t~:!~.

362SBc6S

~:!f~g~W.it.

=~

WOODS.

~. 457-7932 or after

0L':isJ:&

SIX BEDROOM FURNISHED
house with two baths. Two blocks

~:~~r.~'~Ye~
~:::~Ca~~~
B3S46Bb77

RF..ASONABLE 3-4 BDRM. boUse.
spring. Reasonably

A~ailab!e

~r::;:rs
rei:~~~':il

S4lH263.

THREE

355SRb6S

B~DROOM

HOUSE.

=:tt.'l~ila3f3e
~~~~~~:
"';7-4334.
B3549BIJIO
FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE. 1176 E.

r.'~~~~ rvl~bl~Dec~5~~:

4334.

B3S52B1JIO

FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE. 1182 E.

:~~~~)~.~~n~~~~~:
:~

mid garbage

inc=B~'

FOUR BEDROOM SPLIT·LEVEL
house. IIf. miles east on Park
from Wall. two people need 2 more.

'fvavr.~I~ '7a~~ ~o~:d ~~f'n~

I'ach. all utilities induded. ~574334.
B3554B1JIO
NICE 2 BEDROOM house. 2 car
~~g~:::.e~~.~\r;l. air.
3580Bb68
MURPHYSBORO.

TWO

:p~p~~Mfu!~~;; nf~~~

bOfhood. Ideal for small family or
two persons sharin.t No a:rts.

l::~i5~~~on

A~~

!:,~~~~R~MOlf ~A~~,

tt:td

Spillway. $165. ~~::.

'Za~c:aER.~~~d~~r::ihw:St
fae~::~~~1 s~~~~~.
~~iiat.:t:;. IF.~. montb.
3621Bb65

DUTCH RIDGE ROAD. 7 miles to

==s ~~~f~:::t ~~
5019-3850.

I
I

$100. 529-2533.

$280 PER MONTH for darling two
bedroom. Quiet. clean nEligh·
~: 604~ Snyder'. ~

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED
near C3mpus. Call 457-6849.
18b69
TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED iD
Jan[e housf!, very dose to campus

WH~:~em~rJ~thl::d3":7s:-:m~::.

~:~~:er ~~~~~E. 6290~~

seek Fourth for

OVERSEAS JOBS . SUMMER·
Yl'ar round. Europe, A. Amer ..
Austl'ali~Asia. All fi~!d8. '500·

2-BEDROOM, BEAUTIFUL SIDE

:eer~. ~=t~U~~s==:s~~~
:~~~~T!:1t:'-;.:'~.l7S-

=

1981 ONE AND Two bedroom
nicely furnished. energy savinIcampus. SorTy, no=i~

ONE TWO AND one three •
bedroom mobile homes. Fully
furnished and reasonable. Glisson
Court. 616 E. Park St.
3472Bc70
·ECONOMIZE THIS WINTER ,in a
well maintained 2 bedroom natural

§::t1:~a~:'i'::;~~:S: ~~:l
:~.!~~~-U~:-~7.~Ut

$165.

CLEAN.

FURNISHED.

1 lOxf.O two bedroom. Carbondale

I=~~.~~e~ ~~. trash
357SBe65

MALIBU EAST.

N!C&.

quiet,

~Ja1rC::r~~1e. ~S:=St::

3572Bc:66

Sp.m.

CARBONDALE. NlCE.I2x6SJ front
bedrooms, furnishea and
Air. Call 684-2663.
B3573Bc67
~nd rear

I, TW.O

BEDROOM REDUCED rent,
, available now. No pets please. 457B3S59Bc81

I &152 aftl!!" 4 p.m.

ONE AND TWO bedroom. clean,

:~t~~~p~!:'u~~a:l:~~

SIoIHl272 or 54!H1823.

83618Bc:74

~~!haby:tfna ~int!~~r~lln~

4185.

AVAILABLE NOW

12 wide. near Me-

1-Bdrm. Apt.
$185 mo.
Eft. Apts
$IA5 mo.
2 Bdrm. Mobile Homes
lOx so to 14x .10
$125 to S200 mo.

All Furn •• A/C. Very
Nice. No Pets.

457"-22

.Lea&e
B3677Bc70

CABLEVISION
810r2baths
- 2 or 3 bedrooms
-$1"'-$360
8

~~~iiJ!:~~~.~~B~;'-

i

1:!~~= ~~ ~~

011.,2,"'",

North crt c-.pu..

Single"'"
A....11ob1e

r:: :r:i~ ~:,~~~~ident3&7~

3623Be69

SERVICES OFFERf:D

FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED
for 4 bedroom. Lewis Park

TYPING - RUSH JOBS and
regular. Cassette tapes tran·
~~~~\i~~~~got~~~~ei: ; scribed.
Termpapers. tbeses·
dissertations. bOoIl malRlscriplli.
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
.
JANUARY rent Free. $lI~month. .'
own bedroom. I~ utilities. Lewis
3374E159
Park. 549-2747.
3617Be65 :

PRIV"-'TE ROOM IN in apartment
'01' students.
Have private
refrigerator, share ltitdlen. '!tc.
with Others m apartment. Utililies

~~~¥;:~~i~~~~~'

:;:::~~.r:l=r~~$l:lO-

D3440Bd67

CARBONDALE
Mobile home to be sublet for
~~g 83. Call after 5:30 ~~

THE HANDYMAN - PAINTING.
glazing. drywalling. electrical.
carpentry. roofing. hauling,
lanlwork. All jobs large or smaIl.
~~~. worlL Reasona~M:s

OWN BIG BEDROOM in beautiful
clean place. $132.50-month plus '.it
utilities. Older student prefered
Must see to believe, Carol, 457·
0106.
3598Be77

TERM PAPERS.
THESES.
Dissertations. resumes. report
projects. etc. 1MB electronic
eqlDpment. Call 549-6226. 3305E72

3 BEDROOM

TIMInk..oIvI...
'or lalukl Hall
We have rooms availobl.
for the break, by day or
week. Kitchenette. cable

SHAKLEE INDEPENDENT
DISTRIBUTOR, Vitamin and
mineral food supplements. slim
26 years research. C~~4

ROOMMATE WANTED: OWN
room in nicely furnished three
bedt-oom house. Residential area.
four month lease. porch. yard.
considerate roommates. $125month. Call Bill 549-6434. 3610Be69

T.V.
Call Marty at 12t-JUI

Roommat. .

=.'

1. AIM DESIGN Stndio . garruenlli

~t~t~~~~\~y~~t~r;g~

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES
Lewis Park four bedroom. spring
semester. $128.5~month. "_
utilities. Call 549-7502., 3ti08Be69

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
for nice large two bedroom
apartment two blocks from

:W::·~~~~~!:'3. ~rs ~,:

529-3998.

I

SPRING SUBLEASE. 1-4 female
roommates. Gorgeous house. fully

HOLIDAY VACATIONERS .
THREE' BEDROOM DUPLEX. , CARETAKERS Unlimited will
Near new Kroger on west side of '
::~rI~::'C:f?'aO::y~~le54~4J.ets
!'IWII. Two people need one more. !
$111;,! per month. Heat " water i
3499E78
included. 457-4334.
B3320BI73
DR. SOOT MAGIC Chimney
Sweep. a name that speaks (or
itself m chimney work· 1·985-4465.
3541E80
for ~ad stu~ents. Giant Ci~ Roaf
I'

:~:~v~ c~rg:~r:l-ve~~i8 I ~:h~~E~~t~:~i-a~l; ::i~'j
I
3467BeS51 ~~I~~~~.!!'.thB~&m- 1

now Lauren 549-7634 or Jodi S49-

I

7637:'

1~~ ~Pri~8~su=r'tr'b~'::!:rs
~s4t~~:~~~·strip. $150.

FEMALE TO SHARE 5 bedroom
house. Close to campus.~
semester, 529-3725.

l!~:~!~ ~r&E~;3. ~~

firepJal'P.. One block from campus.

Et~;J!.1~n&W=
FEMALE

ROOMMATE

FOR

.~tpfs~~~':~::'£~:~

THREE

I

BEDROOM DUPLEX.

::::: ~~~V~~b~ ~:-r::e~:&~;:
one room available Dec. IS, $125-',
TYPING.
DISSERTATIONS.
mth .• heat and water included.
~~~~~~~~~:~.roger on ; THESES. t'lper:5. 14 years ex·
B3550Bft13 : ~r.:!r.~7-4ifl~;::~:.r:gf~

I ~REEBEDR~~l;..EX. 610 I
.

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVER
available at the Hair Lah. CaU
Dinah Anderson. Electrology
Therapist, 529-1477. 529-:mr3565E8\

=:.
-.--.---,------1,
,=Te~X;,~Ta~le Dec. IS~::~
heat and watf!r incl=i~

US ne.. roperty
srDRAGE ONLY AVAILABLE.

:::~m~tt1,.::~~ w:!t:t.:~

'~Iocat... 'l00-m~s:s

TYPING. TERM PAPERS.

i

~~~~al d::::i~~ti:~. a~:\faf,\::

1

457-4666.

3644E8::

S TOR. N • L 0 C K

MIN I

1

~~~=~~'seWSl!a,;~T;

II rates,formoreinfo.call=-~ixJ
lo~
many sizes avatJable,

I,

UPlKlLSTlRY'A. .ICI
__ SUPPLIIS

~~v!am~m apa~~

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. MALE:

ONE MALE ROOMMATE 'or
Spring Semester. Large two
bi!cfroOm mobr ~ hame. Rent, $115month plus utilities. First month
free!: Close t~ cam'=s::;

Del'me to apply at 529-9336 or 167- i
93flI.
B3448CT7 !

~A~:M..!~~.,:~~

=l~::u-=ses~~~~e~r.rro:'

Maureen.
FEM A LE
NEEDED.

FEMALE DANCERS AT Chalet iD
M~ysboro. ~.OO
bolA'. For

~:.:o. ~zt'~ ~w: ~afs~'Tor

.. Female dancers. ~.OO per hour !

g,~~~~=r ~ !

!

RESPO~SIBLE SALES PERSON
wanted :or insurance and real .

Ci~ ~.371, Murph~

3545Be6S

ROOMMATE
Garden
Park.

t!:;IDi: ~~~Ti~
ONE MALE ROOMMATE needed.

~~~~i~~r28~~::.et::::~·
Park. Call 549-4250.'

3571Bee

monthly

_--------

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED fur

=

3387E17

TYPING THE OFFICE, 409 W.
Main Street. s-l9-3512.
3403E75

Duple...

3216Be65

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED. '!'Iw. I
Male, 1 Female. Call 549-4228.
3313Be67

Guaranteed no errors. Reasonable
. 3170E66
rates. 549-2258.

~~=~~~i:ke:'
3619Be67

ndal~~WcrB4

$100-month. 457-4893.

~:i!?ri~, Pf~~tE~n:r~;u:!t~

FEMALE
ROOMMATES
NEEDED for 4-bedroom Lewis

WEEKLY AND MONTHLY rates.
162.65 per week. $195 ~ month.
Compfetely furnisheii T. V.•
maier service. Kin£ 1l1li Motel, 82S

~C:aiM~l?

36O!IC65

507 N. ALLYN. Male subleaser fori PERSONS NEEDED TO read and

utilities. Carpeted 4576224.

........-

FREE BUS
TOSIU
8 laundromat .

~ic1~= a'R~~~:Wo~ar~;:~

Student Recreation Centl!!".

Sharon at 453-2361 after S:~lren

M
~~~i~ CaIl~~·

~?ties~~~~rk Apa~~':ei:

,

~i=n~:rJ5::Jtat~p~

hours·week work block. Ap-

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES
wanted. Nice house. close to
campus with your own room. Call

3652B.."68

2 BEDROOM

FEMALE ROOMMATE WAN·

ROY AL RENTALS

Corona Del Mar. Ca 92625. 3591C81

STUDENT
SECRETARY
NEEDED. Must have Acr on file.

,as

B3426Be66

VERY NICE 10x50. two bedroom.
furiUshed. Water. trash included
SinGle rate $145.00. 457-53243520Bc:65

fr!t~ :J~te UljC~igh=l~l J:~

I
I

B23S0Bc73

VERY NICE 10xS0. 2 bedrooms.
furnished~ air. natural aas. un·
derpinne:a anchored. Close to
~~.a University ~~

~4Bb6S

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE north
'~~':s~.J~~Ced yard. =~

r:o

3585Be66

:'~.'::'~mre1 ~'a9-~

VERY INEXPENSIVE b:40 on.
bedroom and study rlll'Dished. air
natural gas. unClelJlinned and
anc:hored. Great for single student.

COUNTRY LIVING.

. HOUSE MANAGER NEEDED.
I Small Group Home for disabled
adults. Private room provided in
exchange ,,'for ,. :-household
management. Must be able to start

THREE EASY·GOING OTlYS
~ng sem ....ter in
!
~ 2 blocks from cam~-jBS::;
TWO VERY NICE, I2xSS mobile
E1!:TRA NICE TWO bedroom.
homes. Front and rear bedrooms.
Well insulated. Located in
FEMALE GRAD STUDENT to
beautiful country P!lrk. Three
share large one bedroom a~rt·
i1fter 5pm.
B3231Bc68
for spring semester. One
W~:na~~:~~~:'~~a~fl~~fr' . ment
block from campus. one month
B:\632Ik65
CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER
~':t':crc.~:,.ru:r~~~7~~moker
heating bills~ One bedroom I PERF-EC)'--F-O-R-CO-UP-LE. Two
J651Be68
rS:!fm~:. ~~I!et~l f~r::Sri~ , becroom with 12x20 Ihing room.
ellcellent condition. fireplace.
Located l~ miles east of
FEMALE
ROOMMATE.
2breakfast bar. $175. near mall.
g~~her::~tu:a!~d H~~D wr:!T~: AbSO!ute!;{ n~ets. Available :!m~:~54~ nice a~~lo
::.ediat y.
3973. ~:~
LEWIS PARK.
ROOMMATE
~ring (4~ month) contracts.
(Female). for Sp'ring semester.
NEW TWO BEDROOM furnished
Phone 549-6612, 549-3002 ~l~
f!!1.457-4478. ask for N~~
mobile home. Cen!ral air,
SUBLET FOR SPRING Sc!mester.
Z·bedroom trailer nen eamsf:'
:':9~~.d utilities. eal: a~~

~:'.K:!t~~w:;;.~:

p.m.

CARBONDALE. NEW ERA Rd .•
1011:55. clean. quiet. rev.rivate.

=:r;~A~~t~ .:wvrlso~:i;;;

'HOMEFINDERS WILL HELP ~
find a rental! For free service call
529,5252 or 529·3866. Division of
Diederich Real Estate. 83308Bb75

1\1\ Tl:RE ~. EMALE •
Murph)"boro. couni,ry home. ,\00rent, $100-d~it, Electric· water.

~~~mru:~\s:Jr~~.~~ ~f2S2

l::.

:=_r=_~_at_io_~_'_:_7-_~_IZ~_CUTT_A_~_I_IN_:
~se;iWi:'n:~n!e~~
Rob at the Hair Lab. 529-3900.

~

CAny OUfPIIICU
COTTON PRINTS

AND ORAPEIIY

$3.00yd.

vavm

•.50 yd.

NYLONS

S7.50yd.
$6-lIOyd.

VINYlS

COVIIIS UPttOUTIIIY
:I rtri. South of Ateno.Itt. 51

529-1051
STUSST
.Decr..... T.".i ....
.Incr..... $chool"mo. monee
.'''P''ove Canc""raljo ..
.Avoid Unn.c.soory 11;. __
For help I info. call the well_
Center. 536·~I.

Daily Egyptian, November IS. 19113. Page 19
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WANTED

SPIKERS from Page 24

( "

WANTED TO BUY. Class rings.
old ~old and silver. broken
jewefry, coins. scrap. sterlin~

~m~: Ar~~~~'Ni:~S~~~\~~~:

record of a Hunter-coached club
in a decade.
lIuntE'r
compartrl
the
remainder ul the scas('lI to a
revolving door - as soon as cne
problem ~ould be shuttI':d oul.
another was ushered in Before
the team could recover (rom the
loss to Arlington. which cost
them one of their pre-sea:;on
goals of a top-eight finish at the
Preview. the tou'!ht:st part of
the schedule rolleil arour...:.
SIU-C squared off with
Louisiana State. Houston, 16thr _nked Tennessee and seventhranked Kentucky, and came up
empty-handed against each of
those teams.
Hunter said that her team
was starting to play with
assurance again, only to be hit
with the loss of key attackers
Chris Boyd and Linda Sanders
to knEe injuric-;.

BALLOON BOUQUETS $12.50 and
$15.00. We deliver. We also rent
clowns and Santa Claus. Call for
rates. Crazy Cooter Clown Service.

FOOTBALL
from Page 24 -

~~I~~~' t~ 'Ja~~~:::: ~~~tt 0

Illinois Avenue. 457-6831. 83492F80

lOST
REW ARD! LOST MALE Spitsmix Tri·color Collie
markings Black and Brown with
White main "nd pl!ws curly tail.
Contact 911 Carico St. CarbOndale.
529-2476.
31138G70

Shelti

FOUND
ADULT BLACK CAT. Taylor •
Dn~ area. CaD 457-5698 to claim.
3676H65

ENTERTAINMENT

..

ALL-OCCASSION BELLYGRAMS
... Send your Special Message by

Vr~~~msM:f:!n~~';j;;abl~a~~~

:M2-7891. H no answer. 1-985-3356 or
1·983-6182.
3459165

457~154.

.

3451m

game.
"Rather than playing a w('('k
earlier and kceping in the
groove as another I~am nlight
," Dempsey said. "we want our
kids who are bumped and
bruised to heal. We've been
playing our last two or three
games with guys bumped up.
guys not at full strength."
One player Dempsey said
should to benefit from the extra
w':ek is light '!nd Carey
Shephard, Shephard. injured
the last three games. would
start if he is healthy Dempsey
said.
Practice ror the Salukis has
changed. Dempsey said. The
'quad had Monday and Tuesday
orr. Wednesday and Thursday's
practices have mainly consis~ed
of weightlift~ng and ":Inmng
instead of bemg on the field at
work,
.
"On Jo'riday and Saturday.
we're going to work straight ~n
fundamentals," Demp!>ey saId.
"We're also going to reconstruct the kicking game."
After "hard" practices the
first three days of next week.
Dempsey said the squad has off
Thanksgi~liflg. Jo'riday and
Saturday. Ti;en it is back to the
regular. practit ~ schedule as on
Sunday the Salt.·;is will begin to"
watch ga'~le ml.~S of their opponent.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

AUCTIONS & SALES
YARD SALE SATURDAY. Bam-

~n ~ ~ou~~t\.3~n~~aF:~

the left. Many'household items.

~';~Ir~~:~~.ces. babYB~9~~
5

FAMlt Y SALE.

Evergreen

~:[~:~:y i~~N'a~~it6ed:~~~~~:

clothing all ages. x·large mens.
misc. LOts more!
. 3660K65

ANTIQUES

"

POLLY'S ANTIQUES AND
Countr) Crafts. Featuring wide

rr':[Jrttlon~rl ~~~3r:raar~: ~:I~lJ.

tended holiday hours . 9·6 for
shopping days until Chris~mas.
This i. the season to viSit the
Mltchell's who have maintained
their Cllautauqua Street Shop fl}f
21 years. Between Emerald Lane &
Tower Road.
3593L77
YES'l'ERYEAR-ANTIQUES AND
Collectibles mali provide that

~~~~!~t ~~~~') ;~~l:~1's~11t

.. At the point in the season tournament honors .
when Wt hoped to have
Hunter said that replacing a
everything solid. we were player of Maxwell's caliber will
having to tamper with com- be difficult.
hinations again." she said. "II
"Mary has as much insight
....as a combination of all those into what makes the game as
things that Jed to orr downfall. anyone I've seen develop." she
"None of us are sitting here said. "She knows this is a game
without our share of disap- of percentage!' :md rninimi;;ing
pointments.I'm a firm believer errors. I hope she'll be aro:.md
an the wo,k ethic. that if we to see her investments in our
were strong in the fun- program pay orr."
damentals we could avoid a . The team isn't without canrebuilding year. There were didates to fill Mall., ~11's shoes.
just unforeseen obstacles that Hunter said several of the
Impeded us."
younger players have made
The only loss the team has yet sU'ides this season, such as
to feel is Mary Maxwell's freshman Pat Nicholson, who
graduation. Maxwell led the the coach said has more raw
team in numerous statistical potential than Locke did as a
categories and was also named rookie.
GCAC Player of the Week for
Sophomore Marla Swoffer
her performance in the Saluki has also turned in a few sharp
Invitational. in which she was perfon.lances. as has Darlene
ironically passed over for all- Hogue.
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A bakery fr..h roll with ·1
Turk.,. CoHo Salami, Cheddar

c..... &garnish. Served with pickl. &chips
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Good 11116/83-11/30/83

Thurs. thruSat. lO:00am-4:~Tm

RIDER NEEDED

TJ'••1•••••1 LIII.....

f

1224 rlllAIN
""" t,II", Bu, ill r.,,"

RIDERS WANTED

JlmB.am

THANKSGIVING BREAK:
CHICAGO & suburbs. only $39.75
roundtrip if departing Friday. All
other departures $48.75 roun(ftrip.
~ce includes cou~n discount)

1.n LIt.r

we~.~¥h:~. aF~I .. ~~·t. ~J:~
~~~~sb~~t.~6Su!:: ~!ve~~~:

·1••"
-l.M_

'no As little as SIr. oours to

Martini &
~ Ro••1

-I~f.\

~

A.tl

t~~-.puman,.
750",'

I.~.

Poll,...,..
mil

"YOU cuts, I GOllA

Jal.DI1
top . . . .
D.I.C.........

ANDOETMVAt:r
TOGETHEr'

page' 20. D~ily Egypt~, NoveJr;tier

~
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Chicagoland. Ticket sales outlet
715 S. University Ave. on •• The
lsland", open Mon.-Thars .•
lO:3Oam-12:3Opm and 2pm-6P.fD.
~id~y lO;3Oam-l:3Opm. Satur(fay
9.3Oa.n-li.3Oam.529-1862. 3629P65
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CHANCE M1 WAYS

18. 1~ .

'899

Sal. Nov. 18-20
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-Men gymnasts take on country's best
By George Pappas
Staff Writer

The Saluki men gymnasts
placed second in the Big Eight
Invitational two weeks ago, but
the competition gets tougher as
they take part in the Windy City
Invitational tbis wt'ekend.
The challenge will be bigger
because nine of last year's top
12 teams will be at the
University of Illinois-Chicago
for the WCI. The Rig Eight
Invitational had only six of last
year's top 11 schools.
Saluki Coach Bill Meade is
still going to approach the WCI
with a little caution.
"I think we caught them
looking," sclid Meade of the
second-place finish in Nebraska
last weekend. "They took our
.\ team a little to casual. 1 think

all the teams are fired up for
this one.
"This invitational will also
give me a cluf' on how good our
team really is. Our goal is of
course to improve every week."
\Vbat- M~.kMw~that-the
other schools also improve
every week, One thing the
Salukis will try to improve is
their highest season-op'!ning
score of 273.50 in Nebra .. ka.
The Salukis will have to face
Nebraska, Louisiana State.
Oklahoma and Iowa Stale, all of
whom appeared in the NCAA
meet last year. Also competing
are IllinOiS, Ohio State, Minnesota, Michigan, Iowa and
Illinois-Chicago.
Nebraska should win the
meet, as the Cornhuskers were
the best team in the nation last
year. They have a power-

packed lIneup ~~ch !ed them ~
a first-place flOlsh In the Big
Eight two weeks ago.
But the Salukis are talented,
too. They don't have one star,
_but 13. They can bring only nine
t.ILirulitatlon;lls, though. So
Meade holds practice meets
once a week in the Arena to see
who's improving and who he'll
bring to the next meet.
Assistant Coach Bob Lombardi
and Brian Babcock are the
judges, and they're not easy
judges.
The nine gymnasts traveling
to Chicago consist of two allarounders in John Levy and
David Lutterman. Both are
tough competitors. Levy
finished fourth in all-around in
Nebraska with a 108.5 and tied
for third with Kevin Mazeika in
the high bar with a 9.55.

Mllzeika competes in all
events except the rings because
of his bad shoulders an~ elbows
The pommel horse Specialist ~
Herb Voss. He has the talent to
average a 9.8 to 9.9 on the horse
this year. He tied for first in
.Nebraska with a 9.p mark.
Lawrence Williamson is
strong in floor excercise, as well
as vault. With the height he gets
and his grace in floor, he's
worked his way into the 9.5 to 9.6
score.
Murph Melton works parallel
bars and rings, while Brendon
Price is on high bar, floor ellcercise and vault. They both
usually score higher.than nine
in their events. Greg Upperman
works four events while Preston
Knauf works three. Knauf is the
only freshman t:-aveling to
Chicago this w,~kend.

CHICAGO (AP) - Virginia
Halas McCaskey is flattered, a
little puzzled and perhaps a bit
frightened to pick up the
Chicago Bears' baton passed on
by "Papa Bear" George Halas.
Halas left control of the team
to his daughter, making her
only the second woman owner of
a National Football League

,!!u!eeken~~~!!v.!"~~l~ ~~~ts
Being one of the nation's topranked teams is something the
SIU-C women's swimming team
is quite familiar with. Being the
team to beat is another familiar
feeling the Saluki swimmers

fa~~e~en::~

takes tc. the
pool F'riday and Saturday in
Chicago for a dual meet and <'
seven-team relay meet, it will
again be the team to beat, according to Coach Tim Hill.
'·'We are deflnitely the tol'"
ranked team going into this
weekend's meets," Hill said.
"Every team will be shooting

for us."

Friday evening the SaJuki
women will swim in Chicago

~:tatt: th~::i=::
meet of the season.

m:t

Hill

described the ~ team

as "very competitive."
"They're a good team with
some national level competitors," Hill said. "They
sbould cause us more problems
than Illinois did wt weekend."
Hill's team opened its dual
meet season last Friday night

Illinois 77-36.
Although Hill said Minnesota
would be a tough competitor, he
believes his squad should have
no problem handling the
Gophers.
"We rulve the talant to win
every dual meet we swim this
season," Hill said. "For 'now,
we're taking things one me.:~ at
a time."
Saturday the team wiD s\\o;m
in the University of IllinoisChicago Relay Meet. The eightteam meet wiD feature four of
the top teams in the natioD, with
SIU-C again rated as the team
to beat.
"Our ninth-place finish in last
year's nationals ranks us higher
than any team in the meet," Hill
said. "Every team tht:re wiD be
trying to beat us.",
~Hilf said that there woo't be
=~,cru:!r=:t ~Chi.:g:
number of new relay events.
Included in the new events are 3
x '300-yard butterfly, breaststroke and backstroke relays, a
3 x 500 freestyle relay, 3 x 500
4 x 100 medley
a crescendo relay
of 50-, l(~-, 150- and

The Salukis will also travel to
Chicago Nov. 25-26 to compete
in the Midwest Open.

Halas' daughter owns Bears

)Hill's swimmers are favorites
staff Writer

This weekend will also mark
presentation of the team's
a~ual Gary Morava Award
which Meade will present to th~
to.P all-arounder. Morava broke
h IS ':lec~ and died during
pract~ce ID 1974. He was the top
Salukl ~mnast as well as one..of
the best ID the nation at the time
of his accident.
Nebraska has to be favored to
take it all this weekend, but the
rest of the finishes will be a
dogfight. Second place could be
taken by SIU-C, Iowa Sate,
Illinois,
Ohio
State
or
Oklahoma. Other teams have a
slight chance to rank high, too.
A score of 278 to 280 should
decide the winner.

Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota are the three teams Hill
said would give his team the
most problems.
Iowa has three national-level
competitors in breaststroker
Wendy Olson, free and fly
distance
swimmer
Jane
Keating and flyer Allison
LJ..oyd. Minnesota also has
three ,",ood swimmers with
Diana-Wallner in the free
sprints, high school AllAmerican Sue Roell and individual medley swimmer
Danice Johnson

franchise. The other is Georgia
Frontiere, who took over the
Los Angeles Rams upon the
dt'ath of her husband, Carroll
Rosenbloom.
Mrs. McCaskey, 60-year-old
mother of 11 children, became
the Bears' heiress on the death
in 1m of club president, George
(Mugs) Halas Jr.

+++++..)-+++++4
.f. HAN.AR~

t

.

"I think we have a chance to
win all of the relars," Hill said,
"but we're not go~ to load up
:~ e:r~~' be going

!

Friday & Saturday

+
+
+
+

With everyone shooting for
the Saluki women, Hill said his
team should swim some very
good times.

+
.",

Uncle
Jon's
Band

-+

+
'+'
'+'

+

•+ +++++
Plzza.inn,

After this weekend's competition the team wiD have a
week off for Thanksgiving
break. The Salukis' next meet
will be tbe SIU-C Time Standard
Trials Dec. 2 and 3.

'+

Hangar Hotline 549-1233

ALL YOU CAN EAT

The
Merry
·Wivesof
Windsor

Sunday night 5-9pm
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Tues. Eve.
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mil PIZZA

out itS Pizza Inn.

1.&.. . .2.. . .

"sanDRINK

L
----MO.
___
___________..__
~
uy any OrIginal Thin Crust or I

~ DIsh Pan piZZZl and get the
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with any other offer.
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lIJJzalAal.

lOl3E. MolnStNeU57-3358
Westmor. Plaza/Marlon 997-.5441

'Buy any Original ThIn Crust or
~ DIsh Pan PIzza, and get
$3.00 off a large. 52.00 off a
medium or 51.00 of a small sill!
piZZZl. Pre!oent this coupon with
guest check. Not valid II _
With any other uffer.
... ' "
ExphtJon 12J1J83
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Swim meet slated

Swimmers toface'No_. 2 SMU
Ii\' ()nid Wilhl"lm
Staff Writer

Following an opening dual
meet victory over Illinois. Ihe
ml'n's swimming learn and
roach Bob Steele move on to the
next leg in their schedule", hen
the) play host 10 Soulhern
Methodist University at 7 p.m.
Saturday at the R('ereation
{'enter. SMU is the No.2-ranked
team in the country.
SMU is led by Ricardo Prado,
the world record holder in the
400 individual medley. Since

~;~S~~~~ ::'~;;:~tha~t':

order of events will be changed
so that Prado will participate at
his speciality.
"That will give local people a
chance to set' him swim," said
Steele. "He (Pradol is the man
to beal in the 1984 Olympics."
Besides Prado, Steele said
thaI SMU has several other
good athletes, namely Mook
Rhodenbaugh, Bobby Pallen
and Rich Sager. Rhodenbaugh
was the 1982 champion in the 100
back. Patten competed on the
World Championship team in
the 200 fly and Sager finished
second in the 200 freestyle at
last year's NCAA.

"Along with tbost'," ~tet'k "'palding. have ('ach r('eorded
said. "they havl' a );olid tl"am. timl'S of 2t.2 in th(' 511 frl'e and
In spite of their credl'ntials, Giovanni fo'rigo bas r('Cordl'd a
they'r(' a team that trains hard time one second hetter than
but just swims through dual SM' "s Jay Vaird in Ihe 200
m(>('ts. Bt'Caus(' of that. W("V(' ha(·k.
ehanged the distances on some
"This is the first swim ....c
('\'ents, so it should he an in- really havl' to be rtoady for."
tl'resting race for th(' public." St<>ele said. "We've done three
Stet'le also sa;" (hat some days of hard sprint work in
events have heen shorten<'d for order to he prepared for the
the meet so thaI the swimmers types of races we have to face
wtll have a chance to ("."" pete in thiS weekend."
events they normally wouldn't
Last week at Illinois, the
in a dual meet. Saturday, the Salukis broke six meet records.
200 medley will be used instead in the 400 medley relay. 50 free,
of the 400 medley and the 200 iOO back, 200 breast, 400 free
back. breast and fly will be relay and 200 free. Another
substituted with the 100 back, performance like thaI will be
breast and fly.
needed this weekend.
One event that promises to be
SMU has two top prospect
an exciting one is the 1,6.'iO free. divers in Howie Gassman and
At last year's NCAA meet. leke Crowie) . Each scored well
SMU's Corey Robinson placed over 300 points in SMU's last
loth in 15: 14.8 while the Salukis' dual meet Their scores
Anderz Grillhammar was clost' qualified them Cor the NCAA
behind in 12th place in 15:16.1. zone meet.
"They will be side-by-side Cor
Diving Coach Dennis Golde.,
66 lengths, " Steele said. "With a said, "Our divers will have their
big crowd, Grillhammar could work cuI out for them. There
make championship standards will be five divers of comin the first big m(>('t oC the parable ability al the meet. I
year."
anticipate it will be very close.
th;Wr: rr~~~~~lOeh:~~~ ~:ut;;
Tom Hakansan and SMU's John

Equestrians finish.
high in three s>hows

~:S:-::'fa~eaJ:i~:C~:~n':e~h~~~
divers need to be sharper."

J).ocember's lournament trail.
!'\t'vada-Las Vegas VI ill host
S'}ulhprn MI'Ihodist. Jamcs
I\tadison and the Salukis 111'1.'.
22-2:1. At I.afayette. SIl'·C Ilill
join CaliCornia-Santa Barbara.
host Southw('stern I.ouisiana
and ":aslern Washington Dec.

~
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EMPLOYEES

CREDIT UNION

The 6·£oot-9 Hunt('~ \I ill s('e
al'lion al eenter alld may play
next 10 Perry in the saml' front
line. Van Winkle said.
Van Winkle said his crop of
guards is "ur~u:llly lalented."
Tl'am caplain Roy Hirch
an'raged 22.4 points per game
at {'o£reyville Junior College in
198/-82 and Nate Bufford lallied
18.9 at Midland Collegl' la);t
year
B('rnard Campbell (20 points
per game) and fo:rnie Huhbard
(9.8l both ('01.1(' from Vincl'nnes
l'niversity_ Campbell eame in
to score 14 poinls against
Turkey. Hubbard loo!~ed good in
a substitute role, one o£ two
players to receive positive postgame comments from Van
Winkle. l}oug Novsek. a freshman Crom Lawrenceville, will
bolster the guard position when
he becomes eligible next
semester.
At forward, Walker and Dan
Weiss are retun.~-es. Cleveland
Bibbens, a 6-foot-G transfer
from Michigan State. and Chris
George. 6-6 Crom Barton County
(Kansas) CC started against
Turkey. Freshman Curt Reed,
currl'nlly playing football. will
join the team when the football
season adjourns.
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ANNIVERSARY STEAK SALE

~o~e help.us celebrate our 1 year

anniversary With our 50% oft Steak Sale
11 Sizzlin Sirloin with Salad Bar

L

"_""'""""" '__ ~";;:;''':';'''..

NOW ONLY $2.99

I

t.
Ia
.

~.

__

12 Stockade Strip with Salad Bar
NOW ONLY $3.49
13 large Sirloin with Salad Bar
NOW ONLY $ 3 . 6 9 .
14 Super Sirloin with Salad Bar
NOW ONLY $4.19
G
15 T-bone Steak with Salad Bar
NOW ONLY $4.19
•
16 Chicken Strips with Salad Bar
NOW ONLY $2.79
..
other super specials
rr;
11 Chopped Steak with Salad Bar
NOW ONLY $1.99
18 Club Steak with Salad Bar
• NOW ONLY $2.49
._
19 Sirloin Tips with Salad Bar
NOW ONLY $2.69

I

~
~

I

E

a~

No "to go" orders with these LOW. LOW prices.
All of our beef is
-..,..
USDA choice ......"",... 11.'
r~~
~
Fri & _n·1O
L~
fill
~
Cut fresh dail y ~"::r"~
_._.
_ _ .............
y l1li

~

1217 West Main St.
Carbondale, IL

Golden said the divers were a
"sloppy due to the bus ride" last
week in Champaign and it
showed in the first event. the 3meter. But in the I-meter,
Golden said his divers "settled
down and perrormed quite
well."

...-'"'~~'""'"~'~'."""\
.,
SIRLOIN STOCKADE

I

From SIU Employees Credit Union.
No Better Place To Borrow.
No Better Place To Save.

"In his first m(>('t." ~<tld
Golden, "he had one (}I Ihl' best
scores in the ;l-r. ,·ter dive and
wasn't far behil·r! the othl'r
divers. I look Cor him to give us
added depth."

CAGERS from Page 24

The team traveled 10
The SJU-C Equestrian team
opened its season successf:.llly Hiwassee College for the
last week with a h('etic three- beginning of a \linning
show schedule. The team weekE'nd. The Stock S('at learn i6-17.
Th(' pre-51'ason eoach('s llnd
played host fo~ its annual show won .. igh Point team in a r('~at
Nov. 5 at the SIU-C Horse performance. Interm('dlate and nwdia polls both rank Slti('
('ighth of nine teams_ Bul the
Stock
Seat
II
rider
":hert
('enter and traveled to
Hiwassee Collegl' and the pointed out of his division hy ml'dia gave the Salukis several
fifth-place
votes and thrE'e
earning
first
place.
University of TennesseeThe Hunt Seat team fared coaehE's rale(! them Cifth-place.
Knoxville Nov. 12 and 13.
well
with
its
placings.
Il
ith
Wiehita
Slate,
Tulsa and
The season opener at SIU-C
Illinois Slate are favored bv Ihe
proved a success with the SIU-C
~~~I~rxt~~V!i
£~~t~~~/fh~~~
coaches
and
media
10 contE.'nd
Stock Seat team earning High
Point Stock Seat team. Lawler third and firth. Osborne for the Valley ('rown.
third,
fo:hert
(irst.
Rennee
"AftE'r
that
there
are
so many
narrowly edging Murray State.
Placing for SIU-C were Pete Kemph fourth. Bolm third and things happening personnelwise
it's
almost
impossible
to
Ness, first: Lisa Ptasnik, Hermes second.
Sunday the team compt'ted al predict \'Iho'lI finish ahead of
rourth: Pat Sullivan. fifth;
UTK
and
again
the
Stock
S('at
whom." Van Winkle said.
Carol Hermes, first; Darcy
Vaughn, third; Jeff Ebert, first; team Cared well. ,'. ;nning . The Salukis should be better
Michelle Barry, second: Randy Reserve mgh Point team. this year. They are bigger,
McMahan,
second;
Kris Barry pointed oul of her particularly at center. where 6Osborne, first; Laura Krugp.r, division by finishing second in £oot-11 Kenny Perry is ready to
go after sitting out last season
sixth, and Beth Crawshaw, her class.
The Hunt Seat team remained . following his transCer from
third.
":vansviJIe,
consistant,
placing
Lawler
fifth,
The Hunt Seat team put up
Last year. SIU-C suffered
stiff resistance, with Novice Yost third and sixlh, usborne
from
an oVl'rall lack of size.
Divisional rider Cindy Lawler third, Kemph fourth and LipPerry is big and he should add
winning High Point Hunt Se~t pert sixth.
scoring
Crom the inside. Against
The team travels next to
R;der by garnering two first
Turk('v. hf' scorE'd 2\1 points.
Murray State.
place finishes.

Take Charge With ...

ThE- Saluki :"wim ('Iub will
hm;t a Tlirkrv Trot A and H
nwet Nov.' 2;;-27 at IhI;'
The Saluki div('rs are led by Recreation ('('nter pool. ThE'
NigE'J S!;:'1ton. Jim Watson and m<>et ht>gins al :1 p.m. l\o\". 2.')
Tum W('nlland. though t:rie
Ozark Association teams
S<'hmisseur has (11);0 heen a participating include Sugar
pl('asant surprise.
Cr<>ek. Clayton Shaw. P.lrkway.
\)f Slanton, Watson dnd Missouri
Dolphins.
t:dW('ntiand. Golden said. "AII wardsville YMCA. Hazelwood
three will qualify for the NCAA Swim Club. Oakhill St>ahaw~
zane m<>et this year. Each of and Cape Girardeau. Inthem has a chance to qualify for dividuals representing various
the N('O\A. but we're in a tough teams from Alabama. Indiana
zone."
and Kentucky will also parAmong the learns in the ticipatE'.
Salukis' zone are Texas. SMU,
Arkansas, Texas Tech afld
Houston.
Schmisseur, a walk-on. has
enjoyed success so far in the
your,g season, according to
Golden.
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Harrier taking aim
at top 10 in NCA.l4
Hy UaHd Wilhf'lm
Starr Writer
Il«'~I·i1t·

Ijh'

.

'I'-~I J'41.P"~'I·nl

thc n.l'n·" , ....,,' • "11111'\ Il'an'
Suffered last week at the NCAA
f'li~ll'id \" rho'"~ .. if\""hi~ in

.\" '·S. 1""" ..n,'
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rUml('r ('hris Hum'an
Hunyan's fOUI'Ih I'lacl' finish
ill Ihc distrkts qu,llifi,'<l hin· for
a trip to thc 1\(',\,\ "alional
Championships l\ov. 21 in
R<'thlE'hem. Pa.
That p<'rformam'c ('aJ'lwd
what has been a "pr<'tty ~ood"
S<'3S0n. according 10 Runyan.
He was understandably excited
over his qualification for the
nationals.
"I was reHevcd a little
because I was worried about it
the whole time," Bunyan said.
"There's always the danger of
being ODe place behind."
He said that had he finished
- fifth or sixth, there wou1d have
been a chance that he would not
have qualified for tbe nationals.
'" was going to make it as an
individual if it killed me,"
Bunyan said. "I was out to
make it for myself, but 1 told the
team that if everyone went out
with a good attitude, the team
would do it. But sometimes if
you rely 00' the team, it's a
dangerous philosophy.
"The team attitude was
great. Coach !Bill CorneD> did a
good job of getting the team
psyched. He said there was no
reason why we shouldn't run
well. It just wasn't our day."
But as it turned out, there was
a rea.... on why the Salukis could
not run Well, or ··t least up to
u.eir potential. Below-freezing
temp.~r.atures along with ice,
snow and mud made it hazardous for ('ach runner. including
,.Bunyan.
"There were lots 01 people
falling over," he said. "I
couldn't get comfortable or into
the race. After you slip a few
times, you're not running
relaxed. Hopefu1lv tin, ,:"eather
won't be ~" bad at the
nationals."
Bunyan said that he js anticipating a very competitive
race at the nationals, but
believes he can do weD. A top-25

finish wou1d gain him AllAmerica status, but he said he
is aiming higher than that.
"I'm ready to go for the top
10," he Said. "You can't tell
from one year to the next who is
around. I'll be running against
new kids, nobody I've been
around, so I'm going in not
knowing any of the guys. I've
been lookin~ at results, but it's
still scary.'
Bunyan last competed in the
nationals in Nov., 1981. He said
be's never run a race that was
so intense. At that race. he was
holding onto 13th place with less
than 100 meters '.1) go, but
quickly watched three runners
breeze by, sending him to a
17th-place finish.
inled that the
Though disa
entire squad
not be competing at the nationals, Bunyan
expressed satisfaction from his
personal season.
"It's been a pretty good
season," Bunyan said. "There
were a couple of times that I
thought I could have run better.
I was fortunate to have been No.
1 on the team. At the beginning
of the season I was worried I
wouldn't make it to No.1."
The fallure of the team to
qualify for the nationals hides
the great performances 01 two
other runnen throughout the
season, Eddie WedderburD and
Mike Keane. Bunyan was
=-=:n~~ didn't qualify
"We had three potential AIlAmericans on the team this
year," Bunyan said. "I know
they (Wedderbum and Keane)
wanted to make All-American,
but after the team didn't
qU~~ \, they were disap-

=

~im believes there is a
Oaw in the way that teams are
determined to qualify for
uationaJa. All it is now, each
team is divided into a district
where they compete againsl
otber district learns. This
season the Salukis defeated
Illinois twice, yet the IIlini will
be competing in the nationals
while SlU-C - stays bonle. The
main reason for this istbal the
DJini were in a much less
competitive district than the
Salukis.

.;.,. ~L'5i"~~~:.:Z.'~:::="',~.'.~'~ ~.;
Staff Photo by Scott Shaw
A bllll c!!rrier for lite Nighthawks, center, inuamlD'al flag 'oothaU action ill the men', A
squeezed betweeD two ladders from the HOlIen ill divis1..... title game.

FaU intramural sports conclude
By Steve KoalOll
StadeDt Writer

Two special events were' held
in the past week, with the
winners awarded to-pound
turkeys, and three fall sport
leagues concluded their seasons
at the Recreation Center.
Eric Drevline captured the
men's division of the Turkey
Shoot Foul Shooting Contest
Wednesday night by converting
24 of 25 free throws. Sf ~ve
Shurtz flnished second on 23-0125.
Peggy Kusinski cla.imed the
women's division OD 22 of 25 free
throws and Lucy Poprawski
placed ....~'OIld on 18 of 25.
There were 23 participants in
the Turkey Trot, a 3.I-mile run
00 campus. William Moran
finished first io 16: 16 and
rounding out the top five were
Joseph Banks (17:11), Craig
Horn <17:25), Tom Plunkett
(]8:18), and Bryan Miessler

118:27).
Sou] Patrol completed a 7~
The top female finisher was season by crushing Tough
Terri Schneider in 21:48 and the Cookies 53-0. In the B division,
. clcmest to their predicted time Last Minute knocked off
for mliles was a tie between Klymacits U;'{l.
Craig Horn and William
Three teams won cham·
Roecker. Their prediction came . pionships in soccer. Legs
within five seconds of the actual Eleven captured the men's A
time. The closest to their division with a 2-1 victory over
predicted time for females was
Jenny Shupryt, who came iner:!:n~ c;mK!~a!:d~
within 'one second.
Plasm fought to a 2-2, OvertimE
F'JUI' teams claimed titles in tie. Sabah was awarded thE
flag football, two in the men's
division and two in the women's
division. The Hosers defeated Germ Plasm. In co-ree, Mica }
the Nighthawks 13-6, to claim blanked Once Apain. 3-0.
the men's A division, a highlyIn innertube water polo, th(
skilled league. Black Label Guardians captured the titles ir
men's and co-ree. In men's, thE
;l:~ ~e;.:.~;sl.i ~~~~:.e: Guardians edged PA Navy 16-1i
diVision,
which
is
in- to finish H. In co-rec thel
tennediates. Black Label WilS 3- defeated the Crabs 15-8 to (mist
2 in the regu1ar season but 1Hl.
caught fire and defeated six
A wrist wrestling tournameni
opponents ;n the playoffs. in 10 weight classes rangin~
Slgma Pi finished 9-1 overaD. from 118 pounds to heavyweighl
In the women's A division. will be held Dec. 7 at 7 p.m.

~m::~~=-:e= 'f;

West Roads
"Westroods, more than just another liquor mart"
Murdale Shopping Center. Carbondale. 5'29.1221

Open till Midnight Friday, Saturday
SCile Good Nov. 11·Z0

Old Milwaukee

Pabst

Meister Brau

2,.120z. ".ns

12pkg 12oz. eans

12pk 12oz. cans

'3 79
Andrei

Weidemann

Champagne,
750ml

'2 4,
thru

12pkg 120lE~CtI'"

~

~

Inglenook.
Navalles

~ ....~n:
®

i

~(,.Ji'

UI...

12-31-13
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Heros disappearing in drugs, salaries
Whatever happened to the
days when you could pick l'~ a
newspaper and read about your
favorite heroes'!
I remember reading about
players such as Hank Aaron.
Willie Mays and Frank
Robinson. Sure. those guys
were at the ends of their careers
when 1 first became an avid
sports reader, but they were
~~ers who budding young

~~l~~i~~:aide~~~,

Jim
Rice, Freddie Lynn and Steve
Garvey took over.
Rice and l.ynn came up in
1975 with the Boston Red Sox
and it was like heaven. 't
seemed every day 'hat I
scanned the box scores one oC
the two had cracked a ninthinning homer to win the game.
To watch the Red Sox CaU just
short or the World Series that
year was gut-wrenching.
Garvey led the Dodgers
through the 19708, always
piaying and never complaining.
He was "Mr. Consistency" to
me back then. When the
Dodgers needed a clutch hit, he

got it.
When a Iitlle kid needed his
autograph. Garvey gave it.
unlike other players who
thought they were too good to
make some punk kid happy.
Garvey was one of my
favorite players of al!·time until he brOke n". heart bv
becoming money-hungry.
leaving the Dudgers and signing
as a free njl'ent wl!h the San
Diego P::..irl$.
Now other players are
breaking little kids' hearts in
half, but on a more serious tone.
While Garvey broke mine by
leaving for money. some
players are hurting' kids with
drugs.
No. I'm not writing that the
ba!lpiayers are selling dope to
kids on the street. I'm writing
that by becoming addicted to
drugs: getting callght and given
a fine ana priSon sentence.
ballplayers are throwing a
wrench in some little· kids'
minds and hearts.
According to the Associated
Press. Kansas City Royals
Willie Wilson and Willie Mays'

from prison.
You may be hparing and
reading that thrse guys said
thpy were "sorry" and "we did
not realize Who1ll a serious of·
. fense we were doing."
\\'hat the heck ~
They can get lost as fa:- as I'm

;'.rt' they ('ailed him 'Willit'
:\)a\,s Aiiu'os' instl"ad of just
Wiliie Aikens ir. order to liven
up the sports pages. P('ople
"'I:'re making a big deal out of
AikE'ns - nf)W Aikens has bet>n
caught in a big deal.
And I\lartin. well. money was
something he never w~s paid
100 much of while playing for
thl:' Cubs and it probably went to
his head like it has to a lot of
players.
Maybe money is the problem.
Players'
salaries
are
skyrocketing all over the place.
They have a lot of monpy. and
I'm sure it's a lougt. task to
figure out what to do with it I
know I have that problem. but
then I don't have ali:;' money.
With this trio getting con·
victed on cocaine posse-.osion. it
is becoming harder and harder
to acquire a hero.
When their her:.es happen to
be "dn.:;gies." it is going to be
a lot harder for !';ids to pr~~€nd
they're Willie Wilson at the
plate. when Wilson just got
thrown out - out into the real
world.

f:n~:~:c:r!~heih:~inJiJo ~~

F'-om the

Press Box
Jim Lelia
Aikens and ex-Royal Jerry
Martin were fined and given a
one-year prisOl~ sentence
Thursday on federal ('harges oC
attempting to possess cocaine.
Wilson and Aikens were fined
15,000 each. while ·Martin 'got
off' wilh just a 12.500 fine. The
one-year prison sentence imposed on each one was reduced
to just three months a!t~r a
nine-month suspension. The trio
also wiD be on two-year's
probabion after being released

know it is illegal to buy drugs
such as cocaine'!
Hey. that's the breaks. Life's
rough. I know about illegalities
such as that. and I don't even
have an agent to tell ",haLme
what to endorse. when to hold
out for more money and when to
go on strike.
If I '1lake one-tenth of the
money that they do when I ~et
out of coUege. I'll be prelly
happy.
I remember bal.'k in 1900 when
Wilson wa, hitting everything in
sight and set an American
League record with 230 base'
hits.
He
sparked
countless Royal rallies that took
his learn to the World Series.
When Aikens o:ame up with
California. all the writers made

getting set
Salukis shaking loss; .eagers
f.or season opener
playoff work continues

1980-81, Van Winkle is 20-35 over
ioe past two seasons.
Van Winkle said that this
year's squad is behind .ts
practice schedule since there is
a great deal more to accomplish
with a new cast or players.
"We may not get everything
in until the Cirst few gam es. of
the season are played,!' he said.
The Salukis will use 11 nonconference games to tune lip :0,'
a rugged Missouri Valley
COllferece schedule which opens
Jan. 7 against West Texas State.
After their first five games, the
Salukis will take part in threE:
Decemoer tournaments, including the first arnual Busch
Shoot Vut Dec. 'HO at the
Arena. Columbia. Alcorn State
and Mercer participate with
host SIU-C in that one.
The Bayou Classic in
Lafayette. La., and the Rebel
Round-Up in Las Vegas. Nev.,
are 8IU·C's other stops on

By Daryl Van Schotowen
Staff Writer

Bv Jim Le-xa

staff Writer

While many students are
thinking about Thanksgiving
\'acation, the Saluki football
squad is beginning to stop
thinking' about its 28-6 loss to
Wichita State last Saturday,
Coach Rey Dempsey said.
"They know the playoffs are
counts," Dempsey said "It took
them a couple oC days to lake
thP loss. The p!ayers know they
can't replay the game."
While they cannot replay
their loss that dropped them to a
tie for No. 2 in the I-AA
rankings, the Salukis' chances
of reclaiming the No. 1 spot
before the playoffs start are
"not too well," Dempsey said.
No. 1 Holy Cross plays Boston
Co ,lege Saturday. Boston
College is ranked No. 18 in the IA football (lOU. after tumbling

from No. 13 last week.
Even if Holy Cross was
beaten by Boston College_ it
could still stay in the top spot
with a good performance.
Dempsey said.
Furm::n, tied \lith the Salukis
for No.2, plays The Citadel. A
win by Furman could bc.unce it
out of its tie \\;th tbe·Salukis·.Jf
Holy Cross loses, the opening
would be there for Furman to
daim top honors.
. In order for STU-C to move
back into the top spo~, Dempsey
said. Holy Cross would have to
lose in a POOl' game on its part
and Furman would have to lose.
'" haven't tried to speculate
about being No. 1 as much as
what I'm thinking about whom
we'lI play in the first game."
Dempsey said.
8y late Sunday, Dempsey
said the painngs would be
announced and he would know

who his squad will be playing at least it wnuld be narrowed
down to two teams.
"We will know what bracket
we're in." Dempsey said.
"Wl"n know the o.ther five
teams in our bracket."
Having one or the four byes
and knowing which bracket his
·team is in will give the SaJukis
an edge over their- first opponent in a few areas. Dempsey

scud.

Dempsey said once the
pairings are set, he will imnlediately send out for game
films of the two teams that will
play in the ganle that wilJ advance the winner to play SIU-C.
Dempsey will scout that game
in persor..
Another advant.lge-. Dempsey
said, is the extra week of
practice .withou~ playing a
See FOOTBALL. Page ZO

The 1983-84 edition of Salulti
basketball will be unveiled Nov.
28 when SIU-C launches its ngame regular season at the
Arena.
Although seven jl!nIors and
two seniors will don the Saluki
silks this season. nine players
will do so for the first lime.
Coach Allen Van Winkle will
rely on eight transfers in ho~
of bringing SIU-C its first
winning season since 1978-79.
Semors Harry Hunter and Pie
Walker are the only ylayers
with Missouri VallE'Y Conference experience. Neither
started against Turkey in
Saturday's 76-69 exhibition loss.
although both are expected to
see plenty
a~tion ij)is yedr.
Sinl'!e assuming the task of
putting the SIU-C basketball
program back on the track after
it virtuaUy derailed during an 016 season under Joe GotUried in

or

See CAGERS. Page 22

:Series of obstacles
sets spikers back
By Sherry Chisenhall
Sports Editor
Debbie Hunter. is not one to
make excuses.
The Saluki volleyball coach is
the first to admit that her team
has made more than its share of
mistakes, leading to a 9-23
season and a finish near the
cellar of the Gateway CoUegiate
Athletic Conference.
But Hunter is also one to
analyze, and she's not without
her theories as to why her team
fell short or most of its season
goals.
Hunter brought in one or her
strongest recruiting classes
ever and set some lofty preseason goals for her young
squad, all built on the premise
that t'te team could sidestel.) a
rebl.U1di~ season after losmg
All-Amer,can Sonya Locke and
All-State selection Barb Clark.
In the early season, the team
loo:<ed like it was going to do
just that. The :.alukis opened
with wins over Evansville and
minois. against losses to
.

though, since LoulsvilJe and
Western Michigan were edging
into the top 20 polls.
That shotgun start was
followed by SIU-C's first-ever
championship in ttoe SaJuki
Invitational. The Salukis went 21 in the tournament, downing
Mississippi and undeCeated
defending champion Missouri
before dropping a heartbreaker
to Texas I.Q:M.
Next was a return trip to the
Brigham Young. University
Preview, which turned the
entire season around for
Hunter's 4-4 club~ The Salukis
climbed to 5-4 with an opening
wir. Gvt>r.San Francisco, before'
the season fell apart later that
evening in Utah.
SIU-C was a decided favorite
when it. took the court to play
Texas-Arlington. Looking hack
over the season, Hunter admitted her team'3 loss to
Arlington was probably the
pivotal factor in starting SIUC's disastrous skid,
.
The Salukis went on to win
only four of their next 22 mat-

.
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